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1 General context 

The development of renewable energy sources is encouraged by the European Renewable Energy 

Directives (2009/28/EC, (EU) 2018/2001) and Green Deal policy. Renewable gases such as biogas, 

biomethane, hydrogen or syngas are available, but they have characteristics that are slightly different 

from well-known natural gas. Their development in the European energy mix will have a significant impact 

on the European gas infrastructure: 

• Power generation from wind and solar energy sources will lead to the development of so-called “power 

to gas (P2G)” solutions to compensate for the fluctuating electricity supply produced by these energy 

sources by converting electricity into hydrogen and injecting it in large quantities into the gas network. 

• Biogas produced by the anaerobic digestion of organic waste from different sources (conventional 

farms, landfills, sewage sludge) will need to be directly measured and burned in cogeneration facilities or 

injected into the gas network after purification to biomethane and with subsequent upgrading. 

Many operators are involved in the gas network (i.e. gas producers, gas utilities, transport, the gas 

industry, private individuals) and all require accurate measurements in order to bill transactions according 

to commercial contracts. Therefore, gas meters are certified according to the Measuring Instruments 

Directive (2014/32/EU), using EN or OIML standards, which have been written for natural gas 

applications. With new uses, experts are expecting a significant impact, from the introduction of energy 

gases from renewable sources, on the design of normative documents and calibration test benches.  

2 Context and methodology  

The aim of this document is to develop traceable calibration and verification procedures, for all of the gas 

flow meters that are used to measure renewable gases, in compliance with the requirements of the 

2014/32/EU Measuring Instruments Directive (MID) and to determine the uncertainty budget.  

An expert group was formed to discuss the compliance requirements for gas meters that are implied by 

the MID when renewable gases are used. Specifically, the conformity requirements set out in CEN/TC 

237 standards for different types of gas meters, and in OIML R137:2012, has been evaluated for 

renewable gases.  

The group of experts comprises different laboratories and notified bodies involved in certification process 

for gas meters such as VSL (NMI in the Netherlands), LNE and Cesame (respectively Notified Body and 

NMI in France), CMI, FORCE, PTB (both Notified Body and NMI in Czech Republic, in Denmark and in 

Germany), NEL (laboratory in UK) and ISSI. Based on the gas composition ranges defined in first part of 

the project, the work of the group experts was to determine and evaluate the essential conformity 

requirements of the 2014/32/EU Measuring Instruments Directive for gas meters using renewable gases. 

The group of experts took also into consideration work done about gas tightness tests and pressure 

absorption tests in this study, which although are known as potential impact for some renewable gases 

(especially hydrogen).  

The experts group evaluated the appropriateness of the different standards used for gas meters 

certification and identified issues that require further investigation. They formulated also in different 

specific reports practices for test gases, flow rate, pressure range and meter sizes (maximum capacity). 

Work of the experts group identified also potential additional theoretical uncertainty sources, due to 

renewable gases flowing through the gas meter, and made recommendations on improving and/or 

modifying current natural gas certification/calibration/verification facilities and gas meters.  
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These reports has been sent to technical committees (CEN/TC 237 and OIML TC8/SC7) and to the members of the 

NEWGASMET Stakeholder Committee ; the experts group participated also in different meetings for CEN/TC237.  

3 Impact for rotary displacement gas meters  

Using input from the study related to impact of renewable gases, VSL, with support from FORCE, wrote a 

recommendation report on test gases, flow rate, pressure range and meter sizes (maximum capacity) as 

well as traceable calibration and verification procedures for rotary displacement gas flow meters when 

measuring renewable gases. 

Their conclusions are compiled in the Annex 2 of this report. 

4 Impact for turbine gas meters  

Using input from the study related to impact of renewable gases, Cesame, with support from VSL, wrote a 

recommendation report on test gases, flow rate, pressure range and meter sizes (maximum capacity) as 

well as traceable calibration and verification procedures for turbine gas flow meters when measuring 

renewable gases.  

Their conclusions are compiled in the Annex 3 of this report. 

5 Impact for diaphragm gas meters  

Using input from the study related to impact of renewable gases, FORCE Technology, with support from 

CMI, wrote a recommendation report on test gases, flow rate, pressure range and meter sizes (maximum 

capacity) as well as traceable calibration and verification procedures for diaphragm gas meters when 

measuring renewable gases.  

Their conclusions are compiled in the Annex 4 of this report. 

6 Impact for ultrasonic gas meters  

Using input from the study related to impact of renewable gases, NEL, with support from SICK, wrote a 

recommendation report on test gases, flow rate, pressure range and meter sizes (maximum capacity) as 

well as traceable calibration and verification procedures for ultrasonic gas meters when measuring 

renewable gases.  

Their conclusions are compiled in the Annex 5 of this report. 

7 Impact for thermal-mass gas meters  

Using input from the study related to impact of renewable gases, NEL, with support from ISSI and 

METERSIT, wrote a recommendation report on test gases, flow rate, pressure range and meter sizes 

(maximum capacity) as well as traceable calibration and verification procedures for thermal-mass gas 

meters when measuring renewable gases.  

Their conclusions are compiled in the Annex 6 of this report. 
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8 Impact for gas meters regarding OIML standard 

Using input from the study related to impact of renewable gases, PTB, with support from CESAME, wrote 

a recommendation report on test gases, flow rate, pressure range and meter sizes (maximum capacity) 

as well as traceable calibration and verification procedures for gas meters when measuring renewable 

gases. Contrary to CEN standards, which are specific to technologies, OIML R137, is a recommendation 

that aims at covering all gas meters technologies. 

Their conclusions are compiled in the Annex 7 of this report. 

9 Impact for uncertainty budgets of gas meters 

Reading input from NEWGASMET partners about impact of renewable gases on different metering 

technologies, a change in the measuring uncertainty when testing the gas meter. If one is looking at all 

the recommendations, some common denominators can be found.  FORCE with support from Cesame, 

CMI, NEL, PTB, VSL and ISSI wrote a report on the effects of renewable gases on the uncertainty 

budgets of gas meters. 

Their conclusions are compiled in the Annex 8 of this report. 
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Annex 1: List of the consortium partners 

 

No. Participant Type Short Name Organisation legal full name Country 

1 
Internal Funded 

Partner 
LNE 

Laboratoire national de métrologie et 

d'essais 
France 

2 
Internal Funded 

Partner 
LNE-LADG 1 CESAME-Exadébit SA – LNE-LADG France 

3 
Internal Funded 

Partner 
CMI Česky Metrologický Institut Czech Republic 

4 
Internal Funded 

Partner 
FORCE FORCE Technology Denmark 

5 
Internal Funded 

Partner 
NEL TUV SUD Limited United Kingdom 

6 
Internal Funded 

Partner 
PTB Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt Germany 

7 
Internal Funded 

Partner 
VSL VSL B.V. Netherlands 

8 
External Funded 

Partner 
ENAGAS ENAGAS SA Spain 

9 
External Funded 

Partner 
FHA 

Fundacion para el desarrollo de las 

nuevas tecnologias del Hidrogeno en 

Aragon 

Spain 

10 
External Funded 

Partner 
GRTGAZ GRTGAZ France 

11 
External Funded 

Partner 
ISSI 

Azienda Speciale Innovhub - Stazioni 

Sperimentali per L'industria 
Italy 

12 Unfunded Partner HONEYWELL Elster GmbH / HONEYWELL Germany 

13 Unfunded Partner ITRON ITRON GmbH Germany 

14 Unfunded Partner METERSIT METERSIT srl Italy 

15 Unfunded Partner SICK SICK Engineering GmbH Germany 

 

  

                                                           
1 Laboratory LNE-LADG is legal entity name of French Designated Institute which is member of the French Metrology association. In 

some EURAMET documents, this laboratory can be registered as Cesame Exadébit which is actually the entity managing private 
activities of the company.  
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Annex 2: MID compliance  

for rotary displacement gas meters (EN 12480)  

when measuring renewable gases 
 

 

 

The EN 12480:2018 contains an annex table ZA.1 as a voluntary means of conforming to the essential 

requirements of the Measuring Instruments Directive, abbreviated as MID (2014/32/EU), by linking the 

MID requirements with the corresponding clauses of the EN 12480. The approach chosen was to review, 

for renewable gas meter usage, each of the clause(s)/subclause(s) in the standard that are aimed to 

cover the linked MID requirements listed in the table ZA.1. For each of the renewable gases considered 

(as stated in 3.1). Recommendations were summarized per table ZA.1 entry and incorporated into this 

report.   

 

Project partners VSL and FORCE followed this process for the rotary displacement gas meter standard 

EN 12480:2018. A different “evaluations report” listing the recommendations summarized per table ZA.1 

entry was communicated with the CEN/TC237 WG2 Rotary displacement gas meters in October 2020.  

 

1. RECOMMENDATIONS - ROTARY DISPLACEMENT GAS METERS  

1. TEST GASES  

1. Recommendation  

In MID (2014/32/EU) ANNEX IV requirement 1.3 the following requirement is stated “the gas meter shall 

be designed for the range of gases …. of the country of destination”.   

The expert group identified the following reasons to define new test gases for inclusion in the gas meter 

scope to accommodate renewable gases:  

1. New test gases need to be defined to align with expected usage of renewable gases.  

2. Some of the EN 437 test gases contain significant amounts of hydrogen while air or gas 

calibration is prescribed in chapter 5 of the EN 12480. Consequently, one could (erroneously) 

conclude sufficient metrological performance using hydrogen enriched natural gas (HENG) by 

calibrating it on air (as prescribed in the standard)2. The transferability of air calibrations to HENG 

calibrations is, to the judgement of the expert group, not sufficiently characterized.  
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The expert group defined (partly) renewable test gases for inclusion into chapter “1 Scope” of the EN 

12480:2018 standard as follows:  

  

This set refers to existing relevant gas composition standards  

• EN 16723-1 Natural gas and biomethane for use in transport and biomethane for injection in the 

natural gas network – Part 1: Specifications for biomethane for injection in the natural gas network   

• CEN/TR 17238: Proposed limit values for contaminants in biomethane based on health 

assessment criteria  

The renewable test gases were used in the evaluation of the Annex ZA Table ZA.1. It is noted that during 

the project, the CEN/TC237 WG5 Task Group non-conventional gases excluded biogas altogether, for a 

variety of reasons including that biogas is upgraded to biomethane before being injected into the grid.  

 

2. Current state of knowledge  

The current CEN/TC237 gas meter standards reference to the EN 437:2018 1st, 2nd, and 3rd gas 

families to fulfil the requirement. The choice as a reference in the metering standard was dictated more by 

historical reasons (as no other specifications were available) than for the proximity of the application 

(which is gas appliances for the EN 437). EN 437 gas compositions contain gas mixtures with significant 

amounts of hydrogen. For the assessment of the metrological performance (as described in chapter 5 of 

the EN 12480 standard) the current standard prescribes air or gas specified in the scope (currently EN 

437 families 1,2,3) to be used as flow medium for the establishment of the weighted mean error. 

Weighted mean errors can vary depending on the medium used. Consequently, a meter that fulfills the 

accuracy requirement when the weighted mean error is established with air or gas specified in the scope, 

may not fulfil the requirement when the weighted mean error is established using another type of gas.  

 

2. TRACEABLE CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION  

1. Recommendation  

MID (2014/32/EU) requirement Annex 1 clause 1.1 and Annex IV clause 2 pertain to the maximum 

permissible error (MPE). The metrological performance requirements are prescribed in chapter 5 of the 

EN 12480:2018 where it reads:  

 

“5.2.2 Test  

The test is carried out using air (density 1,2 kg m-3), or gas specified in the scope,…  

5.2.2b: When requested by the customer, the error of indication test can be carried out at 

specified conditions (close to the expected operational conditions).”  
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For the EN 437 gas families currently used to define the scope in EN 12480:2018 chapter 1, the test can 

be carried out with air (i.e., no change is deemed necessary). For renewable gas use, the expert group 

recommends validating the meter’s metrological performance with the test gas from Table 1 in this 

document closest to its intended use. It is noted that in the current text under 5.2.2b it is unclear if 

“specified conditions” pertain to the type of gas (in addition to temperature and pressure conditions). It is 

accepted in industry that biomethane is interchangeable with natural gas. No literature was found on 

durability effects from biomethane use (NEWGASMET Deliverable D1). Studies investigating the 

interchangeability of biomethane with natural gas with respect to accuracy effects could enhance the 

current state of knowledge.  

 

2. Current state of knowledge  

 

Following up on the recommendation in 3.2.1 requires traceable facilities for each of the test gases in 

Table 1. First steps in the development of such facilities are made by metrological institutes and traceable 

calibration laboratories, some of which are part of the NEWGASMET project:  

• Pigsar and E.ON found that ultrasonic and turbine meters do not show significant hydrogen 

related (metrological) performance deviations up to 10 % volumetric H2 concentrations in natural gas 

(Steiner et al., 2013) at pressures of 30 bar.  

• As part of the NEWGASMET project, VSL assessed metrological performance of a G100 size 

rotary gas meter with HENG at pressures of 9 bara and 16 bara and published the results indicating 

that for the hydrogen admixtures (< 20 % H2) used, the meter error differences between high-

pressure hydrogen admixture calibration and high-pressure natural gas calibration are smaller than 

the meter error differences between atmospheric pressure air calibration and high-pressure natural 

gas calibration (NEWGASMET A3.3.3 report).   

• As part of the NEWGASMET project, PTB, CMI, NEL, VSL, and MeterSit will perform an 

intercomparison using a G10 size rotary gas meter using hydrogen, methane, nitrogen, and air as 

calibration fluid in traceable calibration facilities at atmospheric pressures.  

• Ben Rayana (2018) presented HENG calibrations on a G65 size rotary gas meter performed in 

the CTI test bench (NEWGASMET Deliverable D1). Stated calibration facility uncertainty is at ± 0.8 

%. Using HENG mixtures up to 20 % H2, an order 0.1 % shift in error was obtained, with respect to 

the reference natural gas error curve.  

• In the NEWGASMET A3.1.1 report several calibration facilities and primary gas flow standards 

which are intended to be used for calibrations of flow meters with hydrogen are presented.  

By further development of these traceable facilities experience on the degree of transferability of air 

calibrations to the test gases defined in Table 1 of this document (and the gas compositions which they 

approximately resemble) will be gained.   

The following considerations exist for rotary displacement gas meters:  

• For hydrogen gas and/or HENG, additional internal leakage effects could occur, which affect 

metrological performance particularly at around Qmin.   

• For hydrogen gas and/or HENG, (clean) biogas, and syngas, there may be durability effects 

affecting metrological performance over time (see 3.3).  
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In NEWGASMET Deliverable D1 questionnaire results on experiences using renewable gases are 

presented, indicating that rotary gas meters can be significantly affected by corrosion and moisture from 

biogas.  

  

It is noted that the literature searches leading up to NEWGASMET Deliverable D1 and the NEWGASMET 

A3.1.1 report did not result in further publicly available datasets which would ideally have been included 

here to describe the metrological performance of rotary gas meters using renewable gases.  

 

3. DURABILITY  

1. Recommendations  

MID (2014/32/EU) requirement Annex 1 – 5 pertains to the durability requirement where it reads: “A 

measuring instrument shall be designed to maintain an adequate stability of its metrological 

characteristics over a period of time estimated by the manufacturer……in the environmental conditions for 

which it is intended.”  

 

Further specifications are given in MID (2014/32/EU) ANNEX IV requirement 4, which corresponds to 

chapter 8 of EN 12480 in the Annex ZA Table ZA.1. Only accuracy class 1,0 meters are considered in the 

EN 12480 standard. In chapter 8 of EN 12480 it reads:  

“8.2 Tests  …  

 The test is to be carried out at the Qmax capacity of the meter. After having measured a volume of 

gas or air having a density not less than 1,2 kg.m-3, equivalent to 1 000 h at this capacity, the 

meter error of indication shall be re-determined.”  

 

For H2, HENG, clean biogas, and syngas the following recommendations apply:  

1. The durability test should be performed with the test gas (Table 1) closest to its intended use.  

2. The 1000 h timespan for exposure to the gas may not be sufficiently representative to fulfil the 

MID (2014/32/EU) requirement. Industry needs to build experience for each of the renewable gases 

by traceable recalibrations potentially following years of exposure.   

3. For the meter error determination, the recommendations given in 3.2 of this document apply.  

 

For biomethane applications compliant with CEN/TR 17238 and EN16723-1 (see Table 1), no 

recommendation is made. It is accepted in industry that biomethane is interchangeable with natural gas. 

No literature was found on durability effects from biomethane use (NEWGASMET Deliverable D1). 

Studies investigating the interchangeability of biomethane with natural gas with respect to durability 

effects could enhance the current state of knowledge.  

 

2. Current state of knowledge  

Ben Rayana (2018) presented an indication of the “long term impact” from exposure of a rotary gas meter 

to HENG mixtures up to 20 % H2, which was stated as < 0.3 % shift in error.  

  

In NEWGASMET Deliverable D1 questionnaire results on experiences using renewable gases are 

presented, indicating that rotary meters can be significantly affected by corrosion and moisture from 

biogas. For the sake of clarity, it is industry-knowledge that biogas is upgraded to biomethane before 

being injected into the grid, and typically rules apply to the quality of the biogas.  

  

The following considerations exist for rotary displacement gas meters (from NEWGASMET Deliverable 

D1):  
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• For syngas and biogas rotary gas meter may suffer from corrosion due to moisture and 

sulphureous components, and contaminants such as tar or solid particles can potentially lead to 

blockage of mobile parts in the meter or modifications altering its measured volume.   

• For H2 and HENG gas mixtures, interaction of hydrogen with plastics and polymers in gas meters 

affecting metrological performance is a concern. For rotary gas meters, this concern may be less 

relevant so long as it can be ensured that certain plastic and polymers are not part of the meter. 

Generically, there can still be an influence of hydrogen interacting with other materials that do occur 

in the meter body.  

 

As part of the NEWGASMET project, PTB and ISSI have developed test benches to expose gas meters 

to pure hydrogen (in static conditions) and to biogas (in flowing conditions) for G4 sized domestic gas 

meters. No rotary gas meters are being tested as part of the NEWGASMET tests.   

 

4. GAS TIGHTNESS   

1. Recommendation  

The EN 12480:2018 Annex ZA Table ZA.1 links the external leak tightness clause 6.3.3 of the standard to 

the MID (2014/32/EU) requirement on suitability (Annex 1 clause 7, 7.2 & Annex 1 clause 7, 7.5), where 

in the latter it reads:  

“A measuring instrument shall be robust and its materials of construction shall be suitable for the 

conditions in which it is intended to be used.”  

In EN 12480, 6.3.3.1, 6.3.3.2, and 6.3.3.3 it reads:  

6.3.3.1: “the meter shall be leak tight under normal conditions of use”  

6.3.3.2: “there shall be no detectable leakage”  

6.3.3.3: “The test shall be carried out using air, nitrogen or other inert gases”  

In NEWGASMET Deliverable D1 questionnaire results on experiences using renewable gases are 

presented, indicating that for pure hydrogen usage, representative and relevant leak tightness tests have 

to be developed. The small size of the hydrogen molecule may result in stronger internal or external 

leakage effects potentially affecting metrological performance and/or explosion safety.  

For HENG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak tightness testing 

of rotary gas meters in order to develop a representative and relevant leak tightness test. For pure 

hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.3.3.3 may have to be modified to include pure 

hydrogen.   

 

2. Current state of knowledge  

As part of the NEWGASMET project, PTB has developed a case gas tightness test for pure hydrogen. 

However, no rotary gas meters were tested in it.  

 

5. OTHER  

MID (2014/32/EU) requirement Annex 1 – 9.1 specifies inscription requirements, one of which is:  

“(c) information in respect of the conditions of use;”  
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The Annex 1 clause 9.1 MID (2014/32/EU) requirement is linked to chapter 9 of the EN 12480 standard in 

the Annex ZA Table ZA.1. Currently there is no data plate requirement on the suitability of the meter to 

measure a particular type of gas. With renewable gases leading to a greater diversity of measured gases, 

it may turn impractical to show conformity for each of the Table 1 test gases. Consequently, the expert 

group formulated the following recommendation:  

If applicable, to indicate on the data plate for which renewable gas type the meter is suitable. Test gases 

as defined in Table 1 of the document can be used.  

This recommendation does not apply to natural gas (i.e., is not applicable).   

 

2. FLOW RATE, PRESSURE RANGE, METER SIZES  

 

At given pressure, natural gas and/or methane contains more than three times more energy than 

hydrogen per m3. Consequently, for a given energy demand, the volume of delivered gas will increase 

more than three times in pure hydrogen applications. This can be achieved by either of the two:  

• Increase the line pressure (by a factor of about three) to increase the energy density (MJ/m3).  

• Increase the flow rate by increasing the dynamic pressure (as given by the Bernoulli equation).  

Obviously, for gas meters measuring pure hydrogen, the gas meter size should match the expected flow 

rate range, so that its size can be expected to increase by a factor of about 3 with respect to natural gas 

applications when the pressure is kept constant. Alternatively, if the pressure is increased, it should be 

ensured that the maximum allowable pressure (i.e., maximum pressure for which the meter is designed 

as specified by the manufacturer - see 9.1 in EN 12480) fits with the application.  

No recommendations are made for flow rate, pressure range, and meter sizes because of the following 

specific reasons:  

• Flow rate: the scope of the EN 12480 (chapter 1) sets no explicit limits to the flow rate, therefore 

no alterations are needed when flow rates increase.  

• Pressure range: a higher maximum allowable pressure range may be desired for pure hydrogen 

applications. This would have implications related to the pressure equipment directive (2014/68/EU 

Pressure Equipment Directive) and not related to the MID (2014/32/EU).  

• Meter size: EN 12480 allows for pattern approval applicable to showing conformity of groups of 

meters of different sizes. The need for larger sizes than currently available in the market will have to 

be shown by end-users of the rotary gas meters.  
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS SUMMARY - ROTARY DISPLACEMENT GAS METERS  

 
The expert group defined (partly) renewable test gases for inclusion into chapter “1 Scope” of the EN 

12480:2018 standard as follows:  

  

For renewable gas use, the expert group recommends validating the meter’s metrological performance 

with the test gas from Table 1 in this document closest to its intended use.  

For H2, HENG, clean biogas, and syngas the following durability recommendations apply:  

1. The durability test should be performed with the test gas (Table 1) closest to its intended use.  

2. The 1000 h timespan for exposure to the gas may not be sufficiently representative to fulfil the 

MID (2014/32/EU) requirement. Industry needs to build experience for each of the renewable gases 

by traceable recalibrations potentially following years of exposure.   

3. For the meter error determination, the recommendations given in 3.2 of this document apply.  

For HENG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak tightness testing 

of rotary gas meters in order to develop a representative and relevant leak tightness test. For pure 

hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.3.3.3 may have to be modified to include pure 

hydrogen.  

If applicable, to indicate on the data plate for which renewable gas type the meter is suitable. Test gases 

as defined in Table 1 of the document can be used.  

No recommendations are made for flow rate, pressure range, and meter sizes.  
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mixtures of these gases. Bench marking flow standards for use in testing the accuracy of flow meters with 

renewable gases.  

  

NEWGASMET A3.3.3 report. Effect of hydrogen admixture on the accuracy of a rotary flow meter, 29 

October 2021, https://newgasmet.eu/reports.  

  

NEWGASMET Deliverable D1, Report on the impact of renewable gases, and mixtures with natural gas, 

on the accuracy, cost and lifetime of gas meters. Literature overview for renewable gases flowmetering, 

October 2020, https://newgasmet.eu/deliverables.  

  

NEWGASMET Publishable summary, https://www.euramet.org/research-innovation/search-research-

projects/details/project/flow-metering-of-renewable-gases-biogas-biomethane-hydrogen-syngas-and-

mixtures-with-natural-

gas/?tx_eurametctcp_project%5Baction%5D=show&tx_eurametctcp_project%5Bcontroller%5D=Project&

cHash=e39d0f3f0fc652720c3b27738fcc04cf, date 17 June 2021.  
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Annex 3: MID compliance 

for turbine gas meters (EN 12261)  

when measuring renewable gases 
 

 

 

The EN12261:2018 contains an annex table ZA.1 that is used as a voluntary means of conforming to the 

essential requirements of the Measuring Instruments Directive, abbreviated as MID (2014/32/EU), by 

linking the MID requirements with the corresponding clauses of the EN12261. The approach chosen was 

to review, for renewable gas meter usage, each of the clause(s)/subclause(s) in the standard that are 

aimed to cover the linked MID requirements listed in the table ZA.1. This was done for each of the 

renewable gases considered (as stated in 3.1). Recommendations were summarized per table ZA.1 entry 

and incorporated into this report.  

Project partners CESAME-EXADEBIT and VSL followed this process for the turbine gas meters standard 

EN12261:2018. A different “evaluations report” listing the recommendations summarized per table ZA.1 

entry was communicated with the CEN/TC237 WG3 Turbine gas meters in October 2020 (via Michael 

Franz).  

 

1. RECOMMENDATIONS - TURBINE GAS METERS  

1. TEST GASES  

1. Recommendation  

In MID ANNEX IV requirement 1.3 the following requirement is stated   

“The gas meter shall be designed for the range of gases …. of the country of destination”.   

The expert group identified the following reasons to define new test gases for inclusion in the gas meter 

scope to accommodate renewable gases:  

1. New test gases need to be defined to align with expected usage of renewable gases.  

2. Both air and/or gas calibrations are prescribed in chapter 5 of the EN12261 standard to conform 

to the standard. It is stated that:   

 

“5.1 General  

…  

Where the text (test, added) refers to a gas for flow tests this means air or a gas from the 1st or 

2nd gas family or any other gas provided it is yielding similar metrological results at a Reynolds 

number within ± 5 % of the Reynolds number at the foreseen metering conditions.”  

 

However, transferability between the renewable gases to air and EN437 test gases (currently used to 

define the scope of EN12261:2018) is not sufficiently verified.   
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The expert group defined (partly) renewable test gases for inclusion into chapter “1 Scope” of the 

EN12261:2018 standard as follows:  

Name  Composition  Note  

Hydrogen 

injection 1  

CH4 + 10% H2  

or  

NG + 10% H2  

Natural Gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

Hydrogen 

injection 2  

CH4 + 20% H2  

or  

NG + 20% H2  

Natural Gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

Hydrogen 

injection 3  

CH4 + 30% H2  

or  

NG + 30% H2  

1. Natural gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

2. Metrological test not required if meter fails at

previous point (20% H2)  

Hydrogen  100% H2    

Biomethane  From the field  The test gas shall be compliant with CEN/TR 17238 and 

EN 16723-1  

Clean biogas  CH4 + 40% CO2  Only dry, clean biogas is considered  

Syngas  CH4 + 30% H2 + 30% 

CO  

  

Table 1: Renewable test gases defined by the NEWGASMET expert group  

 

This set refers to existing relevant gas composition standards  

• EN 16723-1 Natural gas and biomethane for use in transport and biomethane for injection in the 

natural gas network – Part 1: Specifications for biomethane for injection in the natural gas network   

• CEN/TR 17238: Proposed limit values for contaminants in biomethane based on health 

assessment criteria  

The (partly) renewable test gases were used in the evaluation of the Annex ZA Table ZA.1. It is noted that 

during the project, the CEN/TC237 WG5 Task Group non-conventional gases excluded biogas altogether, 

for a variety of reasons including biogas is upgraded to biomethane before being injected into the grid.  

 

2. Current state  of knowledge 

The current CEN/TC237 gas meter standards reference to the EN437:2018 1st, 2nd, and 3rd gas families 

to fulfil the requirement. For the EN12261:2018, only the 1st and 2nd gas families are used to define the 

scope (in chapter 1). The choice as a reference in the metering standard was dictated more by historical 

reasons (as no other specifications were available) than for the proximity of the application (which is gas 

appliances for the EN437). EN437 gas compositions contain gas mixtures with significant amounts of 

hydrogen. For the assessment of the metrological performance (as described in chapter 5 of the 

EN12261 standard) the current standard prescribes air and gas specified in the scope to be used as flow 

medium for the establishment of the weighted mean error. Weighted mean errors can vary depending on 

the medium used. Consequently, even when a meter fulfills the accuracy requirement when the weighted 

mean error is established with air and gas specified in the scope, it may not fulfil the requirement when 

the weighted mean error is established using another type of gas.  
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2. TRACEABLE CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION  

1. Recommendation  

ID requirement Annex 1 – 1.1 and Annex IV – 2 pertain to the maximum permissible error (MPE). The 

metrological performance requirements are prescribed in paragraph 5.2 of EN12261:2018 where it 

reads:  

The error of indication of the meter shall be in absolute values less than the maximum permissible errors 

specified in Table 4, taking account of Table 5.  

  

Table 4 — Maximum permissible errors  

  

Flow rate Q  Maximum permissible errors  

Qmin ≤ Q < Qt  ± 2 %  

Qt ≤ Q ≤ Qmax  ± 1 %  

Table 5 — Transitional flow rate Qt  

Rangeability  Qt  

1 : 20  0,20 ⋅ Qmax  

1 : 30  0,15 ⋅ Qmax  

≥ 1 : 50  0,10 ⋅ Qmax  

  

In order to ensure that the gas meter does not exploit the MPEs or systematically favour any party, each 

meter shall be adjusted so that the weighted mean error (WME) is as close to zero as the adjustment and 

the maximum permissible errors will allow.  

The WME shall have a value between -0,4 % and +0,4 %. The WME is calculated as follows:  

  

 
 where  

Qi / Qmax is a weighting factor;  

Ei is the error of indication at the flow rate Qi given as a percentage.   

When Qi = Qmax a weighting factor of 0,4 instead of 1 shall be used.  

  

If tests at more than one pressure are carried out, the difference between the results of the tests between 

0,25 ⋅ Qmax and Qmax shall not exceed 0,5 % for meters with DN > 100 or 1,0 % for meters with 

DN≤100.  

If a meter has been certified for one working pressure range it is deemed to be certified for any smaller 

working pressure range.  

If a meter is certified for one rangeability it is deemed to be certified for any lower rangeability.  
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Recommendation 

When renewable gases are considered, the expert group recommends validating the meter’s metrological 

performance with the test gas from Table 1 in this document closest to its intended use. For turbine 

meters, it is also recommended to perform the assessment on the same Reynolds number range (+/- 5%) 

since this technology is Reynolds number depend. 

 

2. Current state of knowledge 

We have a lack of knowledge on the metering of renewable gases and the stated MPE are for well-known 

and described gases. Some new accuracy classes might be needed (like in OIML R137 or R139 (for 

H2)). Furthermore, national metrological institutes and calibration laboratories shall develop traceable 

capability for each gas stated in table 1.  In the NEWGASMET A3.1.1 report several calibration facilities 

and primary gas flow standards which are intended to be used for calibrations of flow meters with 

hydrogen are presented. 

 

3. DURABILITY  

MID requirement Annex 1 – 5 pertains to the durability requirement where it reads: “A measuring 

instrument shall be designed to maintain an adequate stability of its metrological characteristics over a 

period of time estimated by the manufacturer……in the environmental conditions for which it is intended.”  

Further specifications are given in ANNEX IV MID requirement 4, which corresponds to several clauses in 

chapters 4, 5 and 6 of EN12261 in the annex ZA table, one of which is referenced below.  

Requirements  

Meters shall retain the accuracy of their metrological characteristics, within defined limits, over their 

expected life. To prove this the meters shall undergo an endurance test.  

The difference in error of indication between the start and end of the test shall be less than one third of 

the maximum permissible error given in Table 4.  

After the test, the error of indication shall not exceed the maximum permissible error given in Table 4.  

Test  

One to six sample meters of each type irrespective of size shall be used for the endurance test. Meters 

shall be tested with their indicating devices fitted.  

The duration of the test shall be such that each meter measures a volume corresponding to 1 000 h of 

operation of the meter at the maximum flow rate; the test shall be completed within 2 months.  

For a meter type intended for operation in a pressure range below or equal to 4 bar the test shall be 

carried out with a gas at a pressure of 4 bar or its maximum working pressure whichever is the lower. For 

a meter type intended for operation in a pressure range extended above 4 bar, the test shall be carried 

out with a gas at a minimum pressure of 8 bar or at its maximum working pressure whichever is lower.  

At the start of the test all meters shall conform to 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.2.1.  

At the end of the test the error of indication of the meters shall be determined again under the same 

conditions and at the same test facility as at the start of the test.  

 Aging the turbine meters shall be realized with the appropriate fluid (hydrogen, blend, biogas) in order to 

allow the modification of the meter in term of mechanical properties or dimensional characterization.  

The duration of the tests written in the standard might be sufficient. There is a lack of relevant tests here 

and the durability tests done in WP2 of the NEWGASMET project shall only highlight what could be the 
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duration where aging occurs for diaphragm, thermal mass flow, and USMs. From these tests, all we can 

say is that for the 12 months duration of (static) hydrogen and (flowing) biogas exposure durability effects 

not fulfilling the requirements are observed. Obviously, turbine meters have a different operational 

principle, so the NEWGASMET durability test results cannot be a substitute for turbine meter durability 

tests.  

 

4. GAS TIGHTNESS   

It is stated in the standard that the turbine meter shall be leak tight in the paragraph 6.2.4.  

Requirements  

When tested as specified in 6.2.4.2 and 6.2.4.3, the meter shall not leak.  

The assembled meters shall be tested for leakage prior to the application of any external coating or 

painting capable of sealing against such a leakage. Parts shall be free of deposits, oxides, welding slag 

etc. Chemical corrosion protection treatments and internal linings are permitted.  

Meters with a direct coupling that penetrates from the body of the meter to the index mechanism shall be 

tested without the index mechanism fitted, leaving only the index housing.  

Type test  

The type test for leakage shall be identical to that given in 6.2.4.3 except that the duration of the test shall 

be a minimum of 15 min.  

Individual test  

Test equipment shall not subject the meter to externally applied stress which may significantly affect the 

results of the tests. The test shall be carried out with a suitable gas, e.g. air or nitrogen. The gas shall be 

free of oil, grease, and moisture.  

The test method to be used shall provide the level of sensitivity suitable for detecting a level of  leakage of 

0,1⋅ DN ⋅ mm3 ⋅ s-1 at ambient pressure and temperature conditions.  

If the leakage test is run after the hydrostatic test (see 6.2.3.3) water could become trapped and seal 

potential leaks, therefore the meter shall be dried before assembling the mechanism and the leak test is 

carried out.  

The completely assembled gas containing parts shall be pneumatically tested for external leakage at a 

minimum internal pressure of 1,1 times of the maximum working pressure with a minimum of 0,5 bar. The 

pressure shall be increased slowly up to the test pressure. The rate of pressure increase shall not exceed 

0,350 bar⋅s-1 unless specified otherwise by the manufacturer.  

The test pressure shall be maintained for a minimum of 3 min.  

NOTE The manufacturer of the meter may carry out an additional test at a pressure close to that at which 

the meter is designated to operate.  

After the test the pressure shall be released at a rate not greater than that during pressurization  

The leak pressure test shall be done at the operating pressure with the appropriate fluid (hydrogen, blend, 

biogas).  
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2. FLOW RATE, PRESSURE RANGE, METER SIZES  

1. Recommendation  

MID requirement Annex 1 – 7.2 relates to the meter being designed for its intended use and working 

conditions. This is linked to chapter 4 of the EN12261:2018 standard:  

“4. Meter classification  

4.1 Flange pressure ratings  

Flanges shall be designed according to PN Designation or ANSI class rating (see Table 2).  

  

Table 2 — Flange pressure ratings  

  

PN Designation  ANSI class rating  

10  125  

16  -  

20  150  

25  -  

40  -  

50  300  

64  -  

100  -  

110  600  

150  900  

250  -  

260  1 500  

420  2 500  

NOTE This table is based on EN 1333 resp. ISO 7005-1.  

  

The use of the following pressure ratings is recommended:  

10 - 16 - 20 - 25 - 40 - 50 - 100 - 150 - 250 - 420.  

 

4.2 Gas meter sizes, rangeability and connection diameter sizes  

Gas meters shall be classified as class 1,0 with the maximum and minimum flow rates and 

nominal diameters as shown in Table 3.  

The maximum and minimum flow rates shall be specified for the gas density for which the meter 

will operate within the specifications of meter performance defined in Clause 5.  

NOTE The maximum flow rate in cubic meters per hour (m3/h) is a number in R 5 of the sets of 

preferred numbers listed in ISO 3 (the value of 63 has been rounded to 65).  
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Table 3 — Authorized values of maximum flow rates, corresponding minimum flow rates and 

nominal diameters  

  

  

  

  

Qmax 

(m3/h)  

Rangeability  Nominal diameters DN  

  

  

  

A B C  

  1:20 1:30  

Qmin (m3/h)  

1:50  

  
  

40    2  1,3  0,8  25    50  

65    3  2  1,3    50    

100    5  3  2    50  80  

160    8  5  3  50  80  100  

250    13  8  5    80  100  

400    20  13  8  80  100  150  

650    32  20  13  100  150    

1 000    50  32  20    150  200  

1 600    80  50  32  150  200  250  

2 500    130  80  50  200  250  300  

4 000    200  130  80  250  300  400  

6 500    320  200  130  300  400    

10 000    500  320  200  400  500    

16 000    800  500  320  500  600    

25 000    1 300  800  500  600  750    

  

  

  

  

  

Qmax 

(m3/h)  

Rangeability  Nominal diameters DN  

  

  

  

A B C  

  1:20 1:30  

Qmin (m3/h)  

1:50  

    

A high speed version  

B normal speed version (preferred)   

C low speed version  
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 4.3 Connections and dimensions  

The inlet and outlet of the meter shall have the same nominal diameter and connection type.  

The preferred overall length in millimeters of the meter between inlet and outlet connections is 3 

DN. Tolerances are given in EN 22768-1:1993, “Designation c“.  

The preferred length in millimeters of 3 DN for the meter shall not be exceeded. For shorter 

meters the manufacturer shall be able to provide a “make up spool piece“ to bring their body 

lengths up to the preferred length, where requested.  

The maximum overall distance in millimeters measured from the extremity of the protruding parts 

to the meter axis should not exceed 150 plus 1,5 DN.  

 

No recommendations are given for flow rate, pressure range and meter size for the following reasons:  

1. Flow rate:  

Even if a maximum flow rate is changed (currently set as 25000 m3/h), we don’t foresee any 

alteration of the flow meter properties by increasing this quantity.  

2. Pressure range:  

The maximum pressure has been defined at 420 bar. End-users will have to explain their needs 

in term of pressure if higher pressures are required (for hydrogen refueling stations, the pressure 

can be up to 875 bar for example). Such needs are currently not known within the NEWGASMET 

expert group for turbine meters.  

3. Meter size:  

The standard offers a large range of meter sizes up to 750 mm for internal diameter. If end-users 

need larger flow meters then it will have to be considered. Such needs are currently not known 

within the NEWGASMET expert group for turbine meters.  

At a given pressure, natural gas and/or methane contains about more than three times more energy than 

hydrogen per m3. Natural gas and/or methane will also contain more energy per m3 than the clean biogas 

defined in table 1, which contains 40% CO2. The syngas described in table 1 contains 30% H2 and 

30% CO and thus will also have less energy per m3 than natural gas and/or methane. Consequently, for a 

given energy demand, the volume of delivered gas will increase for renewable gas applications. This can 

be achieved by either of the two:  

• Increase the line pressure to increase the energy density (MJ/m3).  

• Increase the flow rate by increasing the dynamic pressure (as given by the Bernoulli equation).  

Obviously, for gas meters measuring renewable gases, the gas meter size should match the expected 

flow rate range, so that its size can be expected to increase compared to natural gas applications when 

the pressure is kept constant. Alternatively, if the pressure is increased, it should be ensured that the 

maximum allowable pressure (i.e., maximum pressure for which the meter is designed as specified by the 

manufacturer – see EN12261) fits with the application.  
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS SUMMARY - TURBINE GAS METERS  

 
The expert group defined (partly) renewable test gases for inclusion into chapter “1 Scope” of the 

EN12480:2018 standard as follows:  

  

For (partly) renewable gas use, the expert group recommends validating the meter’s metrological 

performance with the test gas from Table 1 in this document closest to its intended use.  

 

4. REFERENCES  

 
EN12261:2018: Gas meters – Turbine gas meters  

Directive 2014/32/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February 2014 on the 

harmonisation of the laws of the Member States relating to the market of measuring instruments  

EN437:2018 Test gases - Test pressures - Appliance categories  

Klaus Steiner, Dieter Wolf, Alexey Mozgovoy und Detlef Vieth Einfluss von Wasserstoff auf die 

Hochdruckfehlerkurve von Erdgaszählern, gwf - Gas|Erdgas - Ausgabe 05 2013,   

DIV Deutscher Industrieverlag GmbH, 2013.  

  

Ben Rayana, F., Impact of the hydrogen mixed with natural gas on diaphragm and rotary flow meters, 

2018 10th Symposium on Fluid Flow Measurement, 2018, Rice 

 

NEWGASMET Deliverable D1, Report on the impact of renewable gases, and mixtures with natural gas, 

on the accuracy, cost and lifetime of gas meters Literature overview for renewable gases flowmetering, 

October 2020, https://newgasmet.eu/reports.  

  

NEWGASMET A3.1.1 report. Report on usable technologies for calibrating gas meters with renewable 

gases and currently available flow standards suitable for use with methane, crude biogas, hydrogen and 

mixtures of these gases Bench marking flow standards for use in testing the accuracy of flow meters with 

renewable gases  

  

NEWGASMET Publishable summary, https://www.euramet.org/research-innovation/search-research-

projects/details/project/flow-metering-of-renewable-gases-biogas-biomethane-hydrogen-syngas-and-

mixtures-with-natural-

gas/?tx_eurametctcp_project%5Baction%5D=show&tx_eurametctcp_project%5Bcontroller%5D=Project&

cHash=e39d0f3f0fc652720c3b27738fcc04cf, date 17 June 2021  
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Annex 4: MID compliance  

for diaphragm gas meters (EN 1359)  

when measuring renewable gases 
 

 

The EN 1359:2017 contains an annex table ZA.1 to conform to the essential requirements of the 

Measuring Instruments Directive (2014/32/EU) . MID requirements are related with the corresponding 

clauses of the EN 1359 standard. The approach was to revise, for renewable gas meter usage, each of 

the clause(s)/subclause(s) in the standard that are aimed to cover the linked MID requirements listed in 

the table ZA.1. This was done for each of the renewable gases considered (as stated in 3.1). 

Recommendations were summarized per table ZA.1 entry and incorporated into this report.  

Project partners FORCE and CMI followed this process for the diaphragm gas meter standard EN 

1359:2017. A different “evaluations report” listing the recommendations summarized per table ZA.1 entry 

was communicated with the CEN/TC 237 WG8 diaphragm meters in October 2020  

1. RECOMMENDATIONS - DIAPHRAGM GAS METERS  

1. TEST GASES  

1. Recommendation  

In MID ANNEX IV requirement 1.3 the following requirement is stated    

“the gas meter shall be designed for the range of gases …. of the country of destination”.    

 The expert group identified the following reasons to define new test gases for inclusion in the gas meter 

scope to accommodate renewable gases:   

1. New test gases need to be defined to align with expected usage of renewable gases.   

2. Some of the EN 437 test gases contain significant amounts of hydrogen while only air calibration 

is prescribed in EN 1359. It is possible that the transferability of air calibrations to EN 437 test gases 

is to the judgement of the expert group, not sufficiently characterized.   

The expert group has then defined the following tests gases to be included into the scope of 

EN1359:2017.  
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The expert group defined renewable test gases for inclusion into chapter “1 Scope” of the EN 1359:2017 

standard as follows:   
Name   Composition   Note   

Hydrogen injection 1   CH4 + 10% H2   

or   

NG + 10% H2   

  

Hydrogen injection 2   CH4 + 20% H2   

or   

NG + 20% H2   

  

Hydrogen injection 3   CH4 + 30% H2   

or   

NG + 30% H2   

Metrological test not required if meter fails at previous point (20% H2)   

Hydrogen   100% H2      

Biomethane   From the field   The test gas shall be compliant with CEN/TR 17238 and EN 16723-1   

Clean biogas   CH4 + 40% CO2   Only dry, clean biogas is considered (without any impurities such as H2S, 

NH3, siloxanes, etc.)  

Syngas   CH4 + 30% H2 + 30% CO      

Table 1: Renewable test gases defined by the NEWGASMET expert group  

  

This set refers to existing relevant gas composition standards   

• EN 16723-1 Natural gas and biomethane for use in transport and biomethane for injection in the 

natural gas network – Part 1: Specifications for biomethane for injection in the natural gas network    

• CEN/TR 17238: Proposed limit values for contaminants in biomethane based on health assessment 

criteria   

The renewable test gases were used in the evaluation of the annex ZA.1 table. It is noted that during the 

project, the CEN/TC 237 WG 5 Task Group non-conventional gases excluded biogas altogether, for a 

variety of reasons but mostly due the fact that biogas will not be used in the grid unless it is cleaned and 

upgraded.   

 It is recommended that a statement should be included in EN 1359:2017 that for diaphragm gas meters 

intended to be used with renewable gases the relevant test shall be carried out with the gas mixture close 

to the gases from Table 1 of this document. Alternatively, the air or natural gas test transferability 

to the (partly) renewable gas should be proven by traceable calibrations with uncertainties 1/5 MPE, or by 

another way, for example by evaluation of material composition of all parts of diaphragm gas meters, by 

long durability static tests of diaphragm gas meters with gases from Table 1, etc.   

2. Current state   

The current CEN/TC 237 gas meter standards reference to the EN 437 1st, 2nd, and 3rd gas families to 

fulfil the requirement. The choice as a reference in the metering standard was dictated more by historical 

reasons (as no other specifications were available) than for the proximity of the application (which is gas 

appliances for the EN 437). EN 437 gas compositions contain gas mixtures with significant amounts of 

hydrogen. For the assessment of the metrological performance (as described in chapter 5 of the EN 

1359 standard) the current standard prescribes air to be used as flow medium. The existing requirements 

in EN1359 are adequate for the use of diaphragm gas meters with commonly used natural gas or air. But 

meter errors can vary depending on the medium used. Consequently, even when a meter fulfils the 

accuracy requirement when the meter error is established with air, it may not fulfil the requirement when 

the error is established using another type of gas if this other gas has significantly different composition 

from natural gas or air.  
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2. TRACEABLE CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION  

1. Recommendation  

MID requirement Annex 1 clause 1.1 and Annex IV clause 2 pertain to the maximum permissible error 

(MPE). The metrological performance requirements are prescribed in chapter 5 of the EN 1359:2017   

In the scope of EN 1359:2017 it is defined that the standard applies to meters that are used to measure 

volume of fuel gases, which are within the limits of test gases of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd families described 

in EN437. All the tests can be carried out with air (i.e., no change is deemed necessary).   

For renewable gas use, the expert group recommends validating the meter’s metrological performance 

and long-term durability of the gas meter material with the test gas from Table 1 in this document closest 

to its intended use especially when the content of hydrogen is high or the transferability from air to the 

gas from table 1 should be verified before testing. It is accepted in industry that biomethane is 

interchangeable with natural gas.  

No literature was found on durability effects from biomethane use (NEWGASMET Deliverable D1). 

Studies investigating the interchangeability of biomethane with natural gas with respect to accuracy 

effects could enhance the current state of knowledge.   
  

2. Current state of knowledge  

The recommendation just stated in 3.2.1 requires traceable facilities for each of the test gases in table 

1. First steps in the development of such facilities are made by metrological institutes and traceable 

calibration laboratories, some of which are part of the NEWGASMET project:   

• In a separate project, NEL previously performed accuracy testing on four models of diaphragm 

meters using hydrogen blends (up to 20% by vol.) with methane. At least two meters from each 

model were tested to ensure results were repeatable. The error curves for methane and the 

hydrogen blend overlapped very closely, usually within 0.3%. Errors were within the MPE limits of 

Accuracy Class 1.5 for ten out of eleven meters tested. 

• In A3.3.2 of the NEWGASMET programme, NEL and PTB will perform accuracy tests on 

domestic gas meters with air and hydrogen gas flows within the domestic flow rate range (up to Q = 

10 m3/h). NEL and PTB each tested a total of six diaphragm meters, with three meters from two 

different manufacturers. Errors for five of the six meters tested were within the MPE limits for 

Accuracy Class 1.5, with one meter exceeding the MPE limits when tested in nitrogen by around 

0.4% to 0.5%. The error difference between hydrogen and nitrogen was largest at low flow rates, 

with a maximum difference of approximately 1%. 

• From the survey in the deliverable D1 in the NEWGASMET programme it is recommended that 

diaphragm meters should be tested at hydrogen and natural gas mixtures. But in this case, no strict 

conclusions can be drawn.  The survey in the deliverable D1 was based on tests of 2 pieces of 

diaphragm gas meters. It is necessary to take into account the fact that different manufacturers of 

diaphragm gas meters use different materials for the internal measuring mechanisms of these gas 

meters and there can be several types of internal measuring mechanisms (sliding slide or rotary).   

• In the NEWGASMET A3.1.1 report, which is available on Newgasmet.eu, several calibration 

facilities and primary gas flow standards which are intended to be used for calibrations of flow 

meters with hydrogen are presented.   
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From these initiatives, experience on the degree of transferability of air calibrations with more pieces of 

gas meters to the test gases defined in table 1 of this document (and the gas compositions which they 

approximately resemble) will be gained.   

The following considerations exist for diaphragm gas meters:   

• For hydrogen gas and/or hydrogen enriched natural gas (H2NG), additional internal leakage 

effects could occur, which affect metrological performance particularly at very low flows.    

• For hydrogen gas and/or H2NG, (clean) biogas, and syngas, there may be durability effects 

affecting metrological performance over time.   

It is noted that the literature searches leading up to NEWGASMET Deliverable D1 and the NEWGASMET 

A3.1.1 report did not result in further publicly available datasets which would ideally have 

been included here to describe the metrological performance of diaphragm gas meters using renewable 

gases.   

Although There is example of other conclusions such as MARCOGAZ concluded that hydrogen content 

up to 10% in natural gas should not affect the metrological parameters of diaphragm gas meters.)   

(https://www.marcogaz.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/H2-Infographic.pdf)  

 

3. FLOW RATE, PRESSURE RANGE, METER SIZES  

MID requirement Annex 1 clause 7.2 relates to the meter being designed for its intended use and working 

conditions. This is linked to chapter 4 of the EN1359 standard:   

4 Working conditions   

4.1 Flow range: “The flow rate range shall be one of those given in table 1”   

Table 1 in the EN 1359 gives opportunity for a maximum actual flowrate of 160 m3/h and in the scope, it is 

defined that the maximum pressure is 0.5 bar.  

 At given pressure, natural gas and/or methane contains more than three times more energy than 

hydrogen per m3. Consequently, for a given energy demand, the volume of delivered gas will increase 

more than three times in pure hydrogen applications. This can be achieved by either of the two:   

• Increase the line pressure (by a factor of about three) to increase the energy density (MJ/m3).   

• Increase the flow rate  

Obviously, for gas meters measuring pure hydrogen, the gas meter size should match the expected flow 

rate range, so that its size can be expected to increase by a factor of about 3 with respect to natural gas 

applications when the pressure is kept constant. Alternatively, if the pressure is increased, it should be 

ensured that the maximum allowable pressure (i.e., maximum pressure for which the meter is designed 

as specified by the manufacturer) fits with the application.   

Following recommendations are made for flow rate, pressure range, and meter sizes   

• Flow rate: the scope of the EN 1359 (chapter 1) sets a maximum flowrate of 160 m3/h which fully 

covers the range for a domestic gas meter even when measuring hydrogen.   

• Pressure range: the scope of the EN 1359 defines a maximum pressure of 0,5 bar and therefore it 

is not recommended to increase the line pressure when measuring pure hydrogen.  
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4. DURABILITY  

1. Recommendation  

The requirements in directive 2014/32/EU (MID) Annex 1 clause 5 pertains to the durability 

requirement where it reads: “A measuring instrument shall be designed to maintain an adequate stability 

of its metrological characteristics over a period of time estimated by the manufacturer in the environmental 

conditions for which it is intended.   

Further specifications are given in 2014/32/EU Annex IV requirement 4, which corresponds 

to several clauses EN 1359:2017 in the annex ZA.1 table, several of which are referenced below.   

5.2 pressure absorption  

A certain value is allowed as the maximum permissible values for mean pressure absorption, 

which is described in table 3 in EN1359:2017  

5.3 starting flow rate  

A certain value is allowed as the maximum starting flow rate, which is described in table 4 in 

EN1359:2017  

7.1.2 Durability  

EN 1359:2017 describes a certain endurance test depending on meter size.  

7.1.3 Meter error of indication at declared gas temperature limits  

EN 1359:2017 describes a certain test arrangement to test the meter suitability at declares 

temperature limits.  

7.3.5 Ageing  

EN 1359:2017 describes an ageing test at specified temperature and time period.  

All the above tests are specified to be done at air. It is the expert group recommendation when the meter 

intended use is for renewable gas that the tests are done on a gas as described in table 1 or to verify the 

transferability from air to the gas from table 1 before testing.  

Alternatively, the air or natural gas test transferability to the (partly) renewable gas should be proven by 

traceable calibrations, or by another way, for example by evaluation of material composition of the all 

parts of diaphragm gas meters, by long durability static tests of diaphragm gas meters, etc.   

 

2. Current state of knowledge 

As part of the NEWGASMET project, PTB and ISSI have developed test benches to expose gas meters 

to pure hydrogen (in static conditions) and to biogas (in flowing conditions) for G4 sized domestic gas 

meters. 

The preliminary conclusions from other part of this EMPIR project for the durability tests on hydrogen is 

that the shift in meter error is still within ±2 % as required in EN1359:2017 clause 7.1.2 after 12 months of 

static exposure of 100 % hydrogen.  

 In other part of this EMPIR project diaphragm meters were also tested on Raw biogas to cause and 

investigate the most extreme durability effect. The conclusions are that current design will be affected. 

The results from the 12 months durability tests shows extensive corrosion and deposits of inorganic salts. 

However, it is clear that in practice in natural gas distribution networks, diaphragm gas meters will never 

come into contact with raw biogas because local distribution companies will never allow raw biogas to be 

directly injected into their networks without purification.  
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5. GAS TIGHTNESS   

1. Internal and external leakage   

The EN1359:2017 annex table ZA.1 links the external leak tightness clause 6.3.3 of the standard to MID 

requirements on suitability (Annex 1 – 7.2), where in the latter it reads:   

 “A measuring instrument shall be robust, and its materials of construction shall be suitable for the 

conditions in which it is intended to be used.”   

 In EN 1359, 6.3.3.1 and 6.3.3.2, it reads:   

6.3.3.1: “the meter shall be leak tight under normal conditions of use. When tested in accordance 

with 6.3.3.2, no leakage shall be observed”   

6.3.3.2: “Test the meter in three stages as follows” ……to a minimum of 1,5 times the declared 

maximum and not less than 350 mbar”.   

 In NEWGASMET Deliverable D1 questionnaire results on experiences using (partly) renewable gases 

are presented, indicating that for pure hydrogen usage, representative and relevant leak tightness 

tests have to be developed. The small size of the hydrogen molecule may result in stronger internal or 

external leakage effects potentially affecting metrological performance and/or explosion safety 

requirements.  

For H2NG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak tightness testing 

of diaphragm gas meters in order to develop a representative and relevant leak tightness test. For pure 

hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.3.3.2 may have to be modified to include pure hydrogen 

and the tests can be modified, for example, by using hydrogen leakage detectors  

 

2. Current state of the knowledge   

For the tests of the gas tightness a report can be found on the Newgasmet.eu website the conclusions 

from this report are:  

• Diaphragm meters which were investigated fulfil the tightness requirements when tested with 

hydrogen.  

• The criteria for a diaphragm meter (for domestic gas meters) may be based on ISO 

1779 provisions for bubble tightness test.  

• Alternative methods for tightness tests are applicable for hydrogen usage but adjustment of 

criteria should be discussed 

 
6. OTHER 

Data plate on diaphragm gas meter clearly should indicate the gases for which the gas meter is suitable  

MID requirement Annex 1 – 9.1 specifies inscription requirements, one of which is:   

“(c) information in respect of the conditions of use;”   

The Annex 1 clause 9.1 MID requirement is linked to chapter 8 of the EN1359 standard. Currently there is 

no data plate requirement on the suitability of the meter to measure a particular type of gas. With (partly) 

renewable gases leading to a greater diversity of measured gases, it may turn impractical to show 

conformity for each of the Table 1 test gases. Consequently, the expert group formulated the following 

recommendation:   
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It is recommended to indicate on the data plate for which (partly) renewable gas type meter is suitable. 

Test gases as defined in Table 1 at top of document can be used. It is probably advisable to develop a 

system of marking gas meters up to what hydrogen content in natural gas they are suitable for use. For 

example, '10%H2' marking would allow the use of a given gas meter for natural gas with a hydrogen 

content of up to 10%, a '20% H2' marking would allow the use of a given gas meter for natural gas with a 

hydrogen content of up to 20%, and a '30% H2' marking would allow the use of a given gas meter for 

natural gas with a hydrogen content of up to 30%.   

This recommendation does not apply to natural gas (i.e., is not applicable).   
 

2. CONCLUSIONS - DIAPHRAGM GAS METERS  
The expert group defined renewable test gases for inclusion into chapter “1 Scope” of the EN1359:2017 

standard as follows:   
Name   Composition   Note   

Hydrogen injection 1   CH4 + 10% H2   

or   

NG + 10% H2   

  

Hydrogen injection 2   CH4 + 20% H2   

or   

NG + 20% H2   

  

Hydrogen injection 3   CH4 + 30% H2   

or   

NG + 30% H2   

Metrological test not required if meter fails at previous point (20% H2)   

Hydrogen   100% H2      

Biomethane   From the field   The test gas shall be compliant with CEN/TR 17238 and EN 16723-1   

Clean biogas   CH4 + 40% CO2   Only dry, clean biogas is considered   

Syngas   CH4 + 30% H2 + 30% CO      

Table 1: Renewable test gases defined by the NEWGASMET expert group   

 It is recommended that a statement should be included in EN 1359:2017 that for diaphragm gas meters 

intended to be used with renewable gases, the relevant test shall be carried out with the gas mixture close 

to the gases from Table 1 of this document. Alternatively, the air or natural gas test transferability 

to the (partly) renewable gas should be proven by traceable calibrations with uncertainties 1/5 MPE, or by 

another way, for example by evaluation of material composition of all parts of diaphragm gas meters, by 

long durability static tests of diaphragm gas meters with gases from Table 1, etc.   

 For renewable gas use, the expert group recommends validating the meter’s metrological performance 

with the test gas from Table 1 in this document closest to its intended use especially when the content of 

hydrogen is higher than 10% or the transferability from air to the gas from table 1 should be verified 

before testing.   

Following recommendations are made for flow rate, pressure range, and meter sizes   

• Flow rate: the scope of the EN 1359 (chapter 1) sets a maximum flowrate of 160 m3/h which fully 

covers the range for a domestic gas meter even when measuring hydrogen.   

• Pressure range: the scope of the EN 1359 defines a maximum pressure of 0,5 bar and therefore 

it is not recommended to increase the line pressure when measuring pure hydrogen.  

  

All the tests described in 3.4.1 of this document are specified to be done at air. It is the expert group 

recommendation when the meter intended use is for renewable gas that the tests are done on a gas as 
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described in table 1 or to verify the transferability from air to the gas from table 1 before testing. 

Alternatively, the air or natural gas test transferability to the (partly) renewable gas should be proven by 

traceable calibrations, or by another way, for example by evaluation of material composition of the all 

parts of diaphragm gas meters, by long durability static tests of diaphragm gas meters with gases from 

Table 1, etc.   

 For H2NG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak tightness testing 

of diaphragm gas meters in order to develop a representative and relevant leak tightness test. For pure 

hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.3.3.2 may have to be modified to include pure 

hydrogen.  
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Annex 5: MID compliance  

for ultrasonic gas meters (EN 14236)  

when measuring renewable gases 
 

 

 

 

 

The EN14236:2018 contains an annex table ZA.1 that is used as a voluntary means of conforming to the 

essential requirements of the Measuring Instruments Directive, abbreviated as MID (2014/32/EU), by 

linking the MID requirements with the corresponding clauses of the EN14236. The approach chosen was 

to revisit, for (partly) renewable gas meter usage, each of the clause(s)/subclause(s) in the standard that 

are aimed to cover the linked MID requirements listed in the table ZA.1. This was done for each of the 

(partly) renewable gases considered (as stated in 3.1). Recommendations were summarized per table 

ZA.1 entry and incorporated into this report.  

Project partners NEL and SICK followed this process for the ultrasonic gas meter standard 

EN14236:2018. A different “evaluations report” listing the recommendations summarized per table ZA.1 

entry was communicated with the CEN/TC237 WG 9 Ultrasonic gas meters in October 2020. 

 

1. RECOMMENDATIONS - DIAPHRAGM GAS METERS  

1. TEST GASES  

1. Recommendation  

In MID ANNEX IV requirement 1.3 the following requirement is stated   

“the gas meter shall be designed for the range of gases …. of the country of destination”.   

The expert group identified the following reasons to define new test gases for inclusion in the gas meter 

scope to accommodate (partly) renewable gases:  

1. New test gases need to be defined to align with expected usage of (partly) renewable gases.  

2. Both air and gas calibrations are prescribed in chapter 5 of the EN14236 standard to conform to 

the standard. The gas calibration stipulates that 99.5% CH4 (to represent second family gases) or 

99.5% propane or 99.5% butane (to represent third family gases) should be used. However, 

transferability between the (partly) renewable gases and EN437 test gases is not sufficiently verified.   
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The expert group defined (partly) renewable test gases for inclusion into chapter “1 Scope” of the 

EN14236:2018 standard as follows:  

Name  Composition  Note  
Hydrogen injection 1  CH4 + 10% H2  

or  

NG + 10% H2  

Natural Gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

Hydrogen injection 2  CH4 + 20% H2  

or  

NG + 20% H2  

Natural Gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

Hydrogen injection 3  CH4 + 30% H2  

or  

NG + 30% H2  

1. Natural gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

2. Metrological test not required if meter fails at previous point 

(20% H2)  

Hydrogen  100% H2    

Biomethane  From the field  The test gas shall be compliant with CEN/TR 17238 and EN 16723-1  

Clean biogas  CH4 + 40% CO2  Only dry, clean biogas is considered  

Syngas  CH4 + 30% H2 + 30% CO    

Table 1: Renewable test gases defined by the NEWGASMET expert group  

This set refers to existing relevant gas composition standards  

• EN 16723-1 Natural gas and biomethane for use in transport and biomethane for injection in the 

natural gas network – Part 1: Specifications for biomethane for injection in the natural gas network   

• CEN/TR 17238: Proposed limit values for contaminants in biomethane based on health 

assessment criteria  

The (partly) renewable test gases were used in the evaluation of the annex ZA.1 table. It is noted that 

during the project, the CEN/TC237 WG5 Task Group non-conventional gases excluded biogas altogether, 

for a variety of reasons including that it is industry-knowledge that biogas can destroy meters in a short 

period of time.  

 

2. Current state of the knowledge 

The current CEN/TC237 gas meter standards reference to the EN437:2018 1st, 2nd, and 3rd gas families 

to fulfil the requirement. The choice as a reference in the metering standard was dictated more by 

historical reasons (as no other specifications were available) than for the proximity of the application 

(which is gas appliances for the EN437). EN437 gas compositions contain gas mixtures with significant 

amounts of hydrogen. For the assessment of the metrological performance (as described in chapter 5 of 

the EN14236 standard) the current standard prescribes air and gas specified in the scope to be used as 

flow medium for the establishment of the weighted mean error. Weighted mean errors can vary 

depending on the medium used. Consequently, even when a meter fulfills the accuracy requirement when 

the weighted mean error is established with air and gas specified in the scope, it may not fulfil the 

requirement when the weighted mean error is established using another type of gas.  

 

2. TRACEABLE CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION  

1. Recommendation  

MID requirement Annex 1 – 1.1 and Annex IV – 2 pertain to the maximum permissible error (MPE). The 

metrological performance requirements are prescribed in chapter 5 of the EN14236:2018 where it reads:  

5.3.2 Test  
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5.3.2a: “Error on air”  

5.3.2b: “Error on gas (excluding air)”  

The transferability of air calibrations to (partly) renewable gases has not been demonstrated, but 

EN14236:2018 requires testing with air (5.3.2a) and another test gas (5.3.2b). This allows the relationship 

between the air and gas calibrations to be established and potentially allows for air to be used as the test 

medium for subsequent tests.  

Annex A.2 of EN 14236:2018 document states several physical properties that ultrasonic meters are most 

likely to be affected by:  

a. speed of sound range;  

b. attenuation range;  

c. viscosity range;  

d. density / specific gravity range.  

Table 2 below from EN14236:2018 shows which gases provide the current minimum and maximum limits 

for each of the physical properties. Also, the effect the renewable gases described in table 1 on the 

minimum and maximum limits is noted.  

 

Physical property  Current limits  Effect of renewable gases  
Speed of sound 

range  
min.: Air  

max.: 100% CH4 (with the exception of G 222 as described 

in EN 437)  

The new maximum will be 100% H2  

Attenuation  min.: Air  

max.: 94% CH4, 6% CO2 (100% CH4 has 3 dB lower 

attenuation and this level of CO2 would not be tolerated in 

a distributed gas)  

Biogas/biomethane will increase 

attenuation due to the higher CO2 content  

Viscosity  min.: 70% CH4, 30% C2H6 (100% CH4 is within 3% of the 

same viscosity and will exercise this parameter sufficiently)  

max.: Air  

Hydrogen will be the new minimum  

Density  min.: 70% CH4, 30% C2H6 (100% CH4 is within 3% of the 

same viscosity and will exercise this parameter sufficiently)  

max.: Air  

Hydrogen will be the new minimum  

Table 2: Effect of renewable test gases on the physical property limits  

Based on the information within table 2, (partly) renewable gases will change the current limits of the 

physical properties that are most likely to affect the performance of ultrasonic meters.  

It is recommended that a statement should be included at 5.3.2 b) that for (partly) renewable gas 

calibrations, the test shall be carried out with the gas mixture close to operational conditions. 

Alternatively, the air or natural gas test transferability to the (partly) renewable gas should be proven by 

traceable calibrations with uncertainties 1/5 MPE.  

 

2. Current state of knowledge  

Following up on the recommendation in 3.2.1 requires traceable facilities for each of the test gases in 

table 1. First steps in the development of such facilities are made by metrological institutes and traceable 

calibration laboratories, some of which are part of the NEWGASMET project:  
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• Pigsar and E.ON found that ultrasonic and turbine meters do not show significant hydrogen 

related (metrological) performance deviations up to 10% volumetric H2 concentrations in natural 

gas (Steiner et al., 2013) at pressures of 30 bar.  

• In a separate project, NEL previously performed accuracy testing on three models of ultrasonic 

domestic meters using hydrogen blends (up to 20% by vol.) with methane. Two meters from each 

model were tested to ensure results were repeatable. For two of the models tested, errors were 

within the MPE limits for Accuracy Class 1.5 and results for the hydrogen blend overlapped 

closely with pure methane. The third meter model tested was accurate with methane, but large 

error shifts were observed when the hydrogen volume fraction exceeded 15%. 

• In A3.3.2 of the NEWGASMET programme, NEL and PTB will perform accuracy tests on 

domestic gas meters with air and hydrogen gas flows within the domestic flow rate range (up to Q 

= 10 m3/h). Unfortunately, the test meters included only thermal mass and diaphragm types. 

Manufacturers were asked to provide domestic ultrasonic meters for this activity, but none were 

available within the project timescales. 

Ensuing from these initiatives experience on the degree of transferability of air calibrations to the test 

gases defined in table 1 of this document (and the gas compositions which they approximately resemble) 

will be gained.  

 

3. FLOW RATE, PRESSURE RANGE, METER SIZES  

MID requirement Annex 1 – 7.2 relates to the meter being designed for its intended use and working 

conditions. This is linked to chapter 4 of the EN14236 standard:  

4 Normal operating conditions  

4.1 Flow range: “The values of maximum flow rates and those corresponding values of the upper 

limits of the minimum flow rates shall be those given in Table 1 (of EN14236).”  

  

At a given pressure, natural gas and/or methane contains more than three times more energy than 

hydrogen per m3. Natural gas and/or methane will also contain more energy per m3 than the clean biogas 

defined in table 1, which contains 40% CO2. The syngas described in table 1 contains 30% H2 and 

30% CO and thus will also have less energy per m3 than natural gas and/or methane. Consequently, for a 

given energy demand, the volume of delivered gas will increase for (partly) renewable gas applications. 

This can be achieved by either of the two:  

• Increase the line pressure to increase the energy density (MJ/m3).  

• Increase the flow rate by increasing the dynamic pressure (as given by the Bernoulli equation).  
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Obviously, for gas meters measuring (partly) renewable gases, the gas meter size should match the 

expected flow rate range, so that its size can be expected to increase compared to natural gas 

applications when the pressure is kept constant. Alternatively, if the pressure is increased, it should be 

ensured that the maximum allowable pressure (i.e., maximum pressure for which the meter is designed 

as specified by the manufacturer EN14236) fits with the application.  

The expert group recommend that the flow range limits in clause 4.1 and table 1 (of EN14236) are 

reviewed considering the use of (partly) renewable gases.  

 

4. DURABILITY  

1. Recommendation  

MID requirement Annex 1 – 5 pertains to the durability requirement where it reads: “A measuring 

instrument shall be designed to maintain an adequate stability of its metrological characteristics over a 

period of time estimated by the manufacturer in the environmental conditions for which it is intended.  

Further specifications are given in ANNEX IV MID requirement 4, which corresponds to several clauses in 

chapters 4, 5 and 6 of EN14236:2018 in the annex ZA.1 table, several of which are referenced below.  

Clause 5.5 of EN14236 reads:  

5.5 Pressure absorption  

5.5.1 Requirements: “The pressure absorption of the meter with a flow of air of density 1,2 kg/m3, 

at a flow rate equal to Qmax, shall not exceed 2,0 mbar.”  

5.5.2 Test: “Pass air through the meter with a flow of air of density 1,2 kg/m3, at a flow rate equal 

to Qmax, and measure the differential pressure across the meter with a suitable measuring 

instrument.”  

(Partly) renewable gases will have different density and viscosity than natural gas or air. The pressure 

absorption (pressure drop) across the meter therefore may be different.  

The expert group recommends that the maximum pressure absorption requirements are reviewed 

considering the use of (partly) renewable gases.  

Clause 5.7 of EN14236 reads:  

5.7 Immunity to contaminants  

5.7.1 Requirements: “After the test in 5.7.2, the pressure absorption tested in accordance with 

5.3.2 a) shall not exceed 2,2 mbar.”  

5.7.2 Test: “Attach the meter to a dust rig that has 10 D of vertical pipe before the meter and pass 

air through the meter for 5 min at Qmax. Stop the air supply and add 5 g of 300 to 400 grade dust 

to the rig inlet.”  

(Partly) Renewable gases can have greatly different density, viscosity and velocity than natural gas or air, 

and thus the degree to which contaminants are entrained in the flow could differ greatly for each gas. 

Also, different flow rates may be specified for each gas in order to achieve the provide the required 

energy.  

The expert group recommends that the suitability of using air to test the immunity of contaminants will 

need to be confirmed, as well as the relevant test flow rate or velocity for each gas that the meter will be 

operated with.  
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Clause 6.13 of EN14236 reads:  

6.13 Ageing  

6.13.2 Test: “Test the meter in accordance with 5.3.2a), but only at 0,1 Qmax and Qmax.  

Open the meter to atmosphere and hold it at any one of the temperatures given in Table 9 (of 

EN14236), for the appropriate time given in Table 9. The manufacturer declares the temperature 

at which the test is to be carried out.”  

  

The expert group recommends that the possibility of hydrogen embrittlement due to presence of 

hydrogen gas during the service life of the meter is studied. If this has a significant influence on the meter 

durability, then air cannot be used for the 6.13.2 test.  

 

2. Current state of knowledge 

Durability testing was carried out for NEWGASMET A2.2.6. Ultrasonic meters were durability tested with 

natural gas for 6 months by CMI and with raw biogas for 3 months by ISSI. Accuracy tests were 

performed with air by CMI before and after each durability test.    

Shifts in error after durability testing with natural gas were within the maximum 2% allowed by EN 14236 

2018. An assessment was not possible after exposure to biogas, due to faults (no flow) encountered 

during testing.  These faults appeared to be caused by corrosion in the power supply and were resolved 

when the corrosion was removed.   

EDX-SEM analysis by ISSI revealed extensive corrosion and deposition of inorganic salts. These results 

should be considered as a worst-case example, since raw biogas was used in the testing, but only clean, 

dry biogas or biomethane is expected to be circulated in gas distribution networks.  

  

5. GAS TIGHTNESS   

1. Recommendations 

The EN14236:2018 annex table ZA.1 links the external leak tightness clause 6.2.4 of the standard to MID 

requirements on suitability (Annex 1 – 7.2), where in the latter it reads:  

“A measuring instrument shall be robust and its materials of construction shall be suitable for the 

conditions in which it is intended to be used.”  

In EN14236, 6.2.4.1 and 6.2.4.2, it reads:  

6.2.4.1: “the meter shall be leak tight under normal conditions of use. When tested in accordance 

with 6.2.4.2, the meter shall not leak”  

6.2.4.2: “Pressurize the meter, at normal laboratory temperature, with air to 1,5 times the 

declared maximum working pressure and check for leaks”  
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In NEWGASMET Deliverable D1 questionnaire results on experiences using (partly) renewable gases are 

presented, indicating that for pure hydrogen usage, representative and relevant leak tightness tests have 

to be developed. The small size of the hydrogen molecule may result in stronger internal or external 

leakage effects potentially affecting metrological performance and/or explosion safety requirements (the 

latter prescribed in EN14236 clause 7.5).  

For HENG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak tightness testing 

of ultrasonic gas meters in order to develop a representative and relevant leak tightness test. For pure 

hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.2.4.2 may have to be modified to include pure 

hydrogen.  

 

2. Current state of the knowledge   

In A2.2.2 of the NEWGASMET programme, PTB developed a new leak testing procedure and performed 

leak testing with hydrogen on several gas meters and EVCDs. All devices tested were able to achieve the 

target leak rates based on the criteria of acceptance (CoA).   

They concluded that existing leak test methods using alternative gases to hydrogen can still be applied, 

but the criteria of acceptance (CoA) should be 40% more strict if the meter is intended to be used with 

hydrogen rather than natural gas.   

 

6. OTHER 

MID requirement Annex 1 – 1.3.4 refers to other influence quantities on the flow meter and is linked to 

Clause 14 of the EN14236 standard in the annex ZA.1 table:  

13 Immunity to electromagnetic disturbances  

“The meter and in particular its electronic hardware shall be designed and manufactured in such 

a way so as to minimize the effects of magnetic fields, electrostatic discharge and other 

electromagnetic disturbances. Meters meeting 13.2.1, 13.3.1 and 13.4.1 are deemed to have met 

this requirement.  

The meter shall conform to the requirements of 4.12.2 of EN 16314:2013.”  

Currently, air is used as the test gas used for 13.2.1, 13.3.3 and 13.4.1. This approach is accepted for 

meters operating with natural gas but may not be sufficiently representative for certain renewable gas 

types. For example, a poorer signal to noise ratio is expected for H2/natural gas blends. It is not practical 

to redesign the current EMC tests by simply replacing air with the defined gas mixtures, due to the 

explosive nature of the gases.   

The expert group recommend that for meters which are intended to operate with (partly) renewable test 

gases, then the relevant test gas from Table 1 is used. When using hydrogen or H2/natural gas blends, 

tests could be carried out at zero flow conditions only. This would minimise the volume of gas required to 

test and associated safety concerns, and provides a worst-case scenario test, where signal to noise ratio 

is expected to be poorest.   

14 Ultrasonic (acoustic) noise interference  

14.2.1 Test sequence:   

“The meter shall be tested as follows:  

a) carry out the test described in 14.2.2 with zero air flow through the meter;  

b) carry out the test described in 14.2.2 with a flow rate of Qmax through the meter;  
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c) carry out the test described in 14.2.3 with zero air flow through the meter;  

d) carry out the test described in 14.2.3 with a flow rate of Qmax through the meter.”  

For meters operated with hydrogen or H2/natural gas blends, the signal to noise ratio is expected to 

deteriorate. Using air for these tests may not be sufficiently representative.  

The expert group recommend that for meters which are intended to operate with (partly) renewable test 

gases, then the relevant test gas from Table 1 is used. When using H2/natural gas blends, tests could be 

carried out at zero flow conditions only. This would minimize the volume of gas required to test and 

associated safety concerns, and provides a worst-case scenario test, where signal to noise ratio is 

expected to be poorest.  

MID requirement Annex 1 – 9.1 specifies inscription requirements, one of which is:  

“(c) information in respect of the conditions of use;”  

The Annex 1 – 9.1 MID requirement is linked to chapter 9 of the EN14236 standard in the annex ZA.1 

table. Currently there is no data plate requirement on the suitability of the meter to measure a particular 

type of gas. With (partly) renewable gases leading to a greater diversity of measured gases, it may turn 

impractical to show conformity for each of the Table 1 test gases. Consequently, the expert group 

recommends that, if applicable, manufacturer shall indicate on the data plate for which (partly) renewable 

gas type meter is suitable. Test gases as defined in table 1 at top of document can be used.  

This recommendation does not apply to natural gas (i.e., is not applicable).  

  

2. CONCLUSIONS - ULTRASONIC GAS METERS  

The expert group defined (partly) renewable test gases for inclusion into chapter “1 Scope” of the 

EN14236:2018 standard as follows:  

Name  Composition  Note  
Hydrogen injection 1  CH4 + 10% H2  

or  

NG + 10% H2  

Natural Gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

Hydrogen injection 2  CH4 + 20% H2  

or  

NG + 20% H2  

Natural Gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

Hydrogen injection 3  CH4 + 30% H2  

or  

NG + 30% H2  

1. Natural gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

2. Metrological test not required if meter fails at previous point 

(20% H2)  

Hydrogen  100% H2    

Biomethane  From the field  The test gas shall be compliant with CEN/TR 17238 and EN 16723-1  

Clean biogas  CH4 + 40% CO2  Only dry, clean biogas is considered  

Syngas  CH4 + 30% H2 + 30% CO    

Table 1: Renewable test gases defined by the NEWGASMET expert group  

 

It is recommended that a statement should be included at 5.3.2 b) that for (partly) renewable gas 

calibrations, the test shall be carried out with the gas mixture close to operational conditions. 

Alternatively, the air or natural gas test transferability to the (partly) renewable gas should be proven by 

traceable calibrations with uncertainties 1/5 MPE.  
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The expert group recommend that: 

- the flow range limits in clause 4.1 and table 1 (of EN14236) are reviewed considering the use of 

(partly) renewable gases, 

- the maximum pressure absorption requirements are reviewed considering the use of (partly) 

renewable gases, 

- the suitability of using air to test the immunity of contaminants will therefore need to be confirmed.  

- the suitability of using air to test the immunity of contaminants will need to be confirmed, as well as 

the relevant test flow rate or velocity for each gas that the meter will be operated with.  

- the possibility of hydrogen embrittlement due to presence of hydrogen gas during the service life of 

the meter is studied. If this has a significant influence on the meter durability, then air cannot be used 

for the 6.13.2 test.  

For HENG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak tightness testing 

of ultrasonic gas meters in order to develop a representative and relevant leak tightness test. For pure 

hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.2.4.2 may have to be modified to include pure 

hydrogen.  

The expert group recommend that for meters to be used in (partly) renewable gases, the immunity to 

electromagnetic disturbance test sequence should be carried out using a sufficiently representative test 

gas. When using hydrogen or H2/natural gas blends, tests could be carried out at zero flow conditions 

only. This would minimise the volume of gas required to test and associated safety concerns, and 

provides a worst-case scenario test, where signal to noise ratio is expected to be poorest.  

The expert group recommend that for meters to be used in (partly) renewable gases, the ultrasonic 

(acoustic) noise interference test sequence should be carried out using a sufficiently representative test 

gas. When using hydrogen or H2/natural gas blends, tests could be carried out at zero flow conditions 

only. This would minimize the volume of gas required to test and associated safety concerns, and 

provides a worst-case scenario test, where signal to noise ratio is expected to be poorest.  

If applicable, to indicate on the data plate for which (partly) renewable gas type meter is suitable. Test 

gases as defined in Table 1 at top of document can be used.  
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Annex 6: MID compliance  

for thermal-mass gas meters (EN 17526)  

when measuring renewable gases 
 

 

The EN 17526:2021 standard contains an annex table ZA.1 that is used as a voluntary means of 

conforming to the essential requirements of the Measuring Instruments Directive, abbreviated as MID 

(2014/32/EU), by linking the MID requirements with the corresponding clauses of EN 17526:2021. The 

approach chosen was to revisit, for (partly) renewable gas meter usage, each of the 

clause(s)/subclause(s) in the standard that are aimed to cover the linked MID requirements listed in the 

table ZA.1. This was done for each of the (partly) renewable gases considered (as stated in 3.1). 

Recommendations were summarized per table ZA.1 entry and incorporated into this report.  

Project partners NEL, ISSI and METERSIT followed this process for the thermal-mass flow-meter based 

gas meters standard EN 17526:2021. A different “evaluations report” listing the recommendations 

summarized per table ZA.1 entry was communicated with the CEN/TC237 WG 10 Thermal-mass flow-

meter based gas meters in October 2020.  

 

1. RECOMMENDATIONS – THERMAL-MASS FLOW-METER  

1. TEST GASES  

1. Recommendation  

In MID ANNEX IV requirement 1.3 the following requirement is stated   

“the gas meter shall be designed for the range of gases …. of the country of destination”.   

The expert group identified the following reasons to define new test gases for inclusion in the gas meter 

scope to accommodate (partly) renewable gases:  

1. New test gases need to be defined to align with expected usage of (partly) renewable gases.  

2. Both air and gas calibrations are prescribed in chapter 5 of the EN 17526:2021 standard to 

conform to the standard. However, transferability between the (partly) renewable gases to air and 

EN437 test gases is not sufficiently verified.   
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The expert group defined (partly) renewable test gases for inclusion into chapter “1 Scope” of the EN 

17526:2021 standard as follows:  

Name  Composition  Note  
Hydrogen injection 1  CH4 + 10% H2  

or  

NG + 10% H2  

Natural Gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

Hydrogen injection 2  CH4 + 20% H2  

or  

NG + 20% H2  

Natural Gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

Hydrogen injection 3  CH4 + 30% H2  

or  

NG + 30% H2  

1. Natural gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

2. Metrological test not required if meter fails at previous point 

(20% H2)  

Hydrogen  100% H2    

Biomethane  From the field  The test gas shall be compliant with CEN/TR 17238 and EN 16723-1  

Clean biogas  CH4 + 40% CO2  Only dry, clean biogas is considered  

Syngas  CH4 + 30% H2 + 30% CO    

Table 1: Renewable test gases defined by the NEWGASMET expert group 

This set refers to existing relevant gas composition standards  

• EN 16723-1 Natural gas and biomethane for use in transport and biomethane for injection in the 

natural gas network – Part 1: Specifications for biomethane for injection in the natural gas network   

• CEN/TR 17238: Proposed limit values for contaminants in biomethane based on health 

assessment criteria  

The (partly) renewable test gases were used in the evaluation of the annex ZA.1 table. It is noted that 

during the project, the CEN/TC237 WG5 Task Group non-conventional gases excluded biogas altogether, 

for a variety of reasons including that it is industry-knowledge that biogas can destroy meters in a short 

period of time.  

 

2. Current state of the knowledge 

The current CEN/TC237 gas meter standards reference to the EN437:2018 1st, 2nd, and 3rd gas families 

to fulfil the requirement. The choice as a reference in the metering standard was dictated more by 

historical reasons (as no other specifications were available) than for the proximity of the application 

(which is gas appliances for the EN437). EN437 gas compositions contain gas mixtures with significant 

amounts of hydrogen. For the assessment of the metrological performance (as described in chapter 5 of 

the EN 17526:2021 standard) the current standard prescribes air and gas specified in the scope to be 

used as flow medium for the establishment of the weighted mean error. Weighted mean errors can vary 

depending on the medium used. Consequently, even when a meter fulfills the accuracy requirement when 

the weighted mean error is established with air and gas specified in the scope, it may not fulfil the 

requirement when the weighted mean error is established using another type of gas.  
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2. TRACEABLE CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION  

1. Recommendation  

MID requirement Annex 1 – 1.1 and Annex IV – 2 pertain to the maximum permissible error (MPE). The 

metrological performance requirements are prescribed in chapter 5 of EN 17526:2021 where it reads:  

5.3 Permissible errors  

5.3.1 Requirements: “When tested in accordance with 5.3.2, the mean error Ex for both air and 

test-gases shall be within the maximum permissible errors specified in Table 5.”  

Clause 5.4 of EN 17526:2021 also discusses the requirements for the gas-air relationship:  

5.4 Gas-air relationship  

5.4.2 Requirements: “The difference between the mean errors (i.e. the error of indication of the 

meter) on the test gases and on air, at each of the flow rates, shall be within the limits specified in 

Table 7.  

If the requirements given in Table 7 are not fulfilled, then all subsequent tests shall be carried out 

using both air and test gases. See Figure 1.”  

The transferability of air and test gas calibrations to (partly) renewable gases is not sufficiently verified. It 

is therefore recommended that mean errors with (partly) renewable gases is compared with air and other 

test gases.  

Annex A of EN 17526:2021 refers to physical gas property ρ·cp (product of the gas density and specific 

heat capacity) as the key gas dependent parameter for a thermal mass flow-meter and Annex B of EN 

17526:2021 has a range of test gases for 2nd family of gases (gas groups H, L and E). The test gases for 

each gas group within 2nd family of gases has been chosen to ensure that the maximum and minimum 

ρ·cp.  

It is recommended that the appropriate test gases for (partly) renewable gases are used to ensure that 

the maximum and minimum ρ·cp values are tested for the meter. It is also suggested that manufacturers 

define a range of ρ·cp where the meter works within the expected uncertainty, with a series of limit gas 

compositions given as a reference for the final user.  

  

2. Current state of knowledge  

Following up on the recommendation in 3.2.1 requires traceable facilities for each of the test gases in 

table 1. First steps in the development of such facilities are made by metrological institutes and traceable 

calibration laboratories, some of which are part of the NEWGASMET project. 

In a separate project, NEL previously performed accuracy testing on two models of thermal mass 

domestic meters using hydrogen blends (up to 20% by vol.) with methane. Two meters from each model 

were tested to ensure results were repeatable. All results were within the MPE limits for Accuracy Class 

1.5. Error differences between methane and the blend were usually less than 0.5% but exceeded 1% at 

certain flow rates. Repeatability was also poorer for the hydrogen blend and for two meters of the four 

meters tested, the requirement for metrological stability was not achieved.  

In A3.3.2 of the NEWGASMET programme, NEL and PTB performed accuracy tests on domestic gas 

meters with air and hydrogen gas flows within the domestic flow rate range (up to Q = 10 m3/h). Only one 

thermal mass meter was tested. Errors were within the MPE limits of Accuracy Class 1.5. On average, the 
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error curve for hydrogen was shifted by about 1% from that of nitrogen, but the requirement for “gas-air 

relationship” was achieved. 

 

3. FLOW RATE, PRESSURE RANGE, METER SIZES  

1. Recommendation  

MID requirement Annex 1 – 7.2 relates to the meter being designed for its intended use and working 

conditions. This is linked to chapter 4 of the EN 17526:2021 standard:  

4 Working conditions  

4.3 Flow range: “The flow rate range shall be one of those given in Table 1 (of EN 17526:2021).”  

  

continued….  

  

At a given pressure, natural gas and/or methane contains more than three times more energy than 

hydrogen per m3. Natural gas and/or methane will also contain more energy per m3 than the clean biogas 

defined in table 1, which contains 40% CO2. The syngas described in table 1 contains 30% H2 and 

30% CO and thus will also have less energy per m3 than natural gas and/or methane. Consequently, for a 

given energy demand, the volume of delivered gas will increase for (partly) renewable gas applications.  

This can be achieved by either of the two:  

• Increase the line pressure to increase the energy density (MJ/m3).  

• Increase the flow rate by increasing the dynamic pressure (as given by the Bernoulli equation).  

Obviously, for gas meters measuring (partly) renewable gases, the gas meter size should match the 

expected flow rate range, so that its size can be expected to increase compared to natural gas 

applications when the pressure is kept constant. Alternatively, if the pressure is increased, it should be 

ensured that the maximum allowable pressure (i.e., maximum pressure for which the meter is designed 

as specified by the manufacturer EN 17526:2021) fits with the application.  

The expert group recommend that the flow range limits in clause 4.3 and table 1 (of EN 17526:2021) are 

reviewed considering the use of (partly) renewable gases.  
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4. DURABILITY  

1. Recommendation  

MID requirement Annex 1 – 5 pertains to the durability requirement where it reads: “A measuring 

instrument shall be designed to maintain an adequate stability of its metrological characteristics over a 

period of time estimated by the manufacturer……in the environmental conditions for which it is intended.”  

Further specifications are given in ANNEX IV MID requirement 4, which corresponds to several clauses in 

chapters 4, 5 and 6 of EN 17526:2021 in the annex ZA.1 table, one of which is referenced below.  

Clause 5.5 of EN 17526:2021 reads:  

5.5 Pressure absorption  

5.5.1 Requirements: “The pressure absorption of a meter with a flow of air with a density of 1,2 

kg·m−3, at a flow rate equal to Qmax, shall not exceed the values……”  

5.5.2 Test: “Supply the meter under test with a flow of air at a flow rate equal to Qmax and 

measure the differential pressure across the meter using a suitable measuring instrument, 

accurate to 0,1 mbar.”  

(Partly) renewable gases will have different density and viscosity than natural gas or air. The pressure 

absorption (pressure drop) across the meter therefore may be different.  

Recognising the potential for different pressure absorption across the meter for (partly) renewable gases, 

the expert group recommends that the maximum pressure absorption requirements are reviewed 

considering the use of (partly) renewable gases.  

Clause 5.7 of EN 17526:2021 reads:  

5.7 Immunity to contaminants in gas stream  

5.7.1 Requirements: “When tested in accordance with 5.7.3, the errors of the meter shall not 

exceed the limits….”  

5.7.2 Test: “attach the meter to the dust rig that has 10 D of vertical pipe before the meter and 

pass air through the meter for 5 min at Qmax…”  

(Partly) Renewable gases can have greatly different density, viscosity and velocity than natural gas or air, 

and thus the degree to which contaminants are entrained in the flow could differ greatly for each gas. 

Also, different flow rates may be specified for each gas in order to achieve the provide the required 

energy.  

The expert group recommends that the suitability of using air to test the immunity of contaminants will 

need to be confirmed, as well as the relevant test flow rate or velocity for each gas that the meter will be 

operated with.  

Clause 6.12 of EN 17526:2021 reads:  

6.12 Ageing  

6.12.2 Test: “Under zero flow conditions hold the meter at any one of the temperatures given in 

Table 20 and with a relative humidity of (85 ± 5) % for the time period given in Table 20.”  

The expert group recommends that the possibility of hydrogen embrittlement due to presence of 

hydrogen gas during the service life of the meter is studied. If this has a significant influence on the meter 

durability, then air cannot be used for the 6.12.2 test.  
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2. Current state of knowledge 

Durability testing was carried out for NEWGASMET A2.2.6. Thermal mass meters were durability tested 

with (static) hydrogen for 6 months by both PTB and ISSI, with natural gas for 6 months by CMI and with 

raw biogas for 3 months by ISSI. Accuracy tests were performed with air by CMI before and after each 

durability test.    

Shifts in error after durability testing with both natural gas and hydrogen were within the maximum 2% 

allowed by EN 17256 2021. A wider spread in results was obtained in comparison with diaphragm 

meters, although it is noted that the thermal mass meters tested are from 2019 productions. New designs 

specifically intended for use with hydrogen and hydrogen blends have since been brought to market.  

Shifts in error after durability testing with biogas exceeded the maximum 2% allowed by EN 17256 2021. 

Faults were noted during durability testing with biogas, including failure of meter output and local display. 

The meters appeared to work again after drying with air. EDX-SEM analysis by ISSI revealed extensive 

corrosion and deposition of inorganic salts. These results should be considered as a worst-case example, 

since raw biogas was used in the testing, but only clean, dry biogas or biomethane is expected to be 

circulated in gas distribution networks.  

  

5. GAS TIGHTNESS   

1. Recommandations 

The EN 17526:2021 annex table ZA.1 links the external leak tightness clause 6.3.3 of the standard to 

MID requirements on suitability (Annex 1 – 7.2), where in the latter it reads:  

“A measuring instrument shall be robust and its materials of construction shall be suitable for the 

conditions in which it is intended to be used.”  

6.3.3 External leak tightness  

6.3.3.2 Test: “1) pressurize the meter under test, at normal laboratory temperature, with air to 25 

mbar and confirm leak tightness as above;  

2) pressurize the meter under test, at normal laboratory temperature, with air to a minimum of 1,5 

times the declared maximum working pressure and not less than 350 mbar and confirm leak 

tightness as above;  

3) allow the pressure to reduce to atmospheric pressure, then re-pressurize the meter under test, 

at normal laboratory temperature, with air to 25 mbar and confirm leak tightness as above.”  

In NEWGASMET Deliverable D1 questionnaire results on experiences using (partly) renewable gases are 

presented, indicating that for pure hydrogen usage, representative and relevant leak tightness tests have 

to be developed. The small size of the hydrogen molecule may result in stronger internal or external 

leakage effects potentially affecting metrological performance.  

For HENG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak tightness testing 

of thermal-mass flow-meter based gas meters in order to develop a representative and relevant leak 

tightness test. For pure hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.3.3.2 may have to be modified 

to include pure hydrogen.  
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2. Current state of the knowledge   

In A2.2.2 of the NEWGASMET programme, PTB developed a new leak testing procedure and performed 

leak testing with hydrogen on several gas meters and EVCDs. All devices tested were able to achieve the 

target leak rates based on the criteria of acceptance (CoA).   

They concluded that existing leak test methods using alternative gases to hydrogen can still be applied, 

but the criteria of acceptance (CoA) should be 40% more strict if the meter is intended to be used with 

hydrogen rather than natural gas.   

 

6. OTHER 

MID requirement Annex 1 – 9.1 specifies inscription requirements, one of which is:  

“(c) information in respect of the conditions of use;”  

The Annex 1 – 9.1 MID requirement is linked to chapter 9 of the EN 17526:2021 standard in the annex 

ZA.1 table. Currently there is no data plate requirement on the suitability of the meter to measure a 

particular type of gas. With (partly) renewable gases leading to a greater diversity of measured gases, it 

may turn impractical to show conformity for each of the Table 1 test gases. Consequently, the expert 

group formulated the following recommendation:  

If applicable, to indicate on the data plate for which (partly) renewable gas type meter is suitable. Test 

gases as defined in Table 1 at top of document can be used.  

This recommendation does not apply to natural gas (i.e., is not applicable).  

  

4. CONCLUSIONS - THERMAL-MASS FLOW-METER BASED GAS METERS  

The expert group defined (partly) renewable test gases for inclusion into chapter “1 Scope” of the EN 

17526:2021 standard as follows:  

Name  Composition  Note  
Hydrogen injection 1  CH4 + 10% H2  

or  

NG + 10% H2  

Natural Gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

Hydrogen injection 2  CH4 + 20% H2  

or  

NG + 20% H2  

Natural Gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

Hydrogen injection 3  CH4 + 30% H2  

or  

NG + 30% H2  

1. Natural gas (NG) must comply with EN16723-1  

2. Metrological test not required if meter fails at previous point (20% 

H2)  

Hydrogen  100% H2    

Biomethane  From the field  The test gas shall be compliant with CEN/TR 17238 and EN 16723-1  

Clean biogas  CH4 + 40% CO2  Only dry, clean biogas is considered  

Syngas  CH4 + 30% H2 + 30% CO    

  

The transferability of air and test gas calibrations to (partly) renewable gases is not sufficiently verified. It 

is therefore recommended that mean errors with (partly) renewable gases is compared with air and other 

test gases.  

It is recommended that the appropriate test gases for (partly) renewable gases are used to ensure that 

the maximum and minimum ρ·cp values are tested for the meter. It is also suggested that manufacturers 
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define a range of ρ·cp where the meter works within the expected uncertainty, with a series of limit gas 

compositions given as a reference for the final user.  

The expert group recommend that the flow range limits in clause 4.3 and table 1 (of EN 17526:2021) are 

reviewed considering the use of (partly) renewable gases.  

Recognising the potential for different pressure absorption across the meter for (partly) renewable gases, 

the expert group recommends that the maximum pressure absorption requirements are reviewed 

considering the use of (partly) renewable gases.  

The expert group recommends that the suitability of using air to test the immunity of contaminants will 

need to be confirmed, as well as the relevant test flow rate or velocity for each gas that the meter will be 

operated with.  

The expert group recommends that the possibility of hydrogen embrittlement due to presence of 

hydrogen gas during the service life of the meter is studied. If this has a significant influence on the meter 

durability, then air cannot be used for the 6.13.2 test.  

For HENG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak tightness testing 

of thermal-mass flow-meter based gas meters in order to develop a representative and relevant leak 

tightness test. For pure hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.3.3.2 may have to be modified 

to include pure hydrogen.  

If applicable, to indicate on the data plate for which (partly) renewable gas type meter is suitable. Test 

gases as defined in Table 1 at top of document can be used.  
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Annex 7: MID compliance  

for gas meters (OIML R137)  

when measuring renewable gases 
 

 

Introduction 

This document was composed as part of the European Metrology Project “Flow metering of renewable 

gases (biogas, biomethane, hydrogen, syngas and mixtures with natural gas) - NEWGASMET”. Task 2.1 

in this project is to evaluate the CEN/TC 237 – Gas Meter standards and the OIML R137 

recommendation for conformity with the Measuring Instruments Directive (MID) for renewable gas use of 

gas meters. The correspondence Table of WELMEC for OIML R137:2012 is used as a voluntary means 

of conforming to the essential requirements of the MID by linking the MID requirements with the clauses 

of the OIML R137. The following table makes comments and suggestions pertaining to renewable gas 

use of gas meters for each of the clauses in the Corresponding Tables. 

The following renewable gases are considered: cleaned biogas, dry biogas, biomethane, 10% hydrogen 

& 90% natural gas mixture, 20% hydrogen & 80% natural gas mixture, 100% hydrogen. 

 

Foreword of the WELMEC coresponding table 

1. The column “Comments” indicates when necessary the relevant text of OIML R 137 and related 

explanations concerning the compliance with relevant MID requirement. 

2. The column “Conclusion” gives the conclusion on the compliance between MID and OIML R 137 for 

the relevant requirement.  

The indication “Covered” means that: 

- the requirement of OIML R 137 is identical to the one of MID; or 

- the requirement of OIML R 137 is more severe than the one of MID; or  

- All the requirement of OIML R 137 fulfils MID requirements (even when MID allows other 

alternatives), 

- In case the requirement is not fully covered, a short statement explains what is covered. 

The indication “Not Covered” means that the MID requirement is either not compatible with the relevant 

OIML R 137 requirement or not included in OIML R 137. 

The OIML R 137 is only applicable for gas meters. Therefore, the specific requirements for conversion 

devices as stated in MI-002 are not applicable. 

The text in italic is an extract from the relevant clause of the OIML Recommendation. 
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Content of this document 

The suggestions for an amendment of OIML 137 are placed in column “Comments” and are marked by 

red colour. 

The scope does not describe the type of gases which are considered in OIML R137 but in Chapter 5.1, 

the rated operating conditions are listed including the type of gas. 

5.1 Rated operating conditions for a gas meter shall be as follows: 

i) Type of gases : The family of natural gases, industrial gases, or supercritical gases; to be specified by 

the manufacturer, 

General suggestions for additions to the OIML recommendation R 137 

Definitions: 

3.3.12 renewable gases 

combustible gas that can be produced from renewable and sustainable sources 

Remark: pure renewable gases may be seen as covered by “industrial gases”. 

3.3.13 gas mixture 

combustible gas that contains natural gases and more than 5 % of hydrogen or CO2 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

ANNEX 1 

1.1 Allowable Errors 

Under rated operation conditions and in 

absence of a disturbance, the error of 

measurement shall not exceed the 

maximum permissible error (MPE) value 

as laid down in the appropriate 

instrument-specific requirements. 

Unless stated otherwise in the instrument-

specific annexes, MPE is expressed as a 

bilateral value of the deviation from the 

true measurement value. 

5.3.1 

 

 

 

 

5.1 

 

“A gas meter shall be designed and manufactured such that its errors 

do not exceed the applicable MPE under rated operating conditions.” 

 

This is deemed to be covered when the gas meter fulfills this 

requirement from Qmin up to and including Qmax. 

Rated operating conditions 

Suggestion 1: Consider to include gas mixtures in the scope of the 

recommendation.  

Remark: pure renewable gases may be seen as covered by “industrial 

gases”. 

Covered, except for 

Qmin to Qt. 

 

(See Annex IV clause 

1.1) 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

  12.5.2.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12.6.12 

Test gases 

a) Required gases for type evaluation tests 

All the tests listed in 12.6 may be performed with air or any other gas 

as specified by the manufacturer under the rated operating conditions 

stated in 5.1.  

….. 

Gas meters intended to measure different gases (as stated in 12.6.12) 

are to be tested with the gases specified by the manufacturer. 

 

Different gases 

Gas meters which are intended to be used for different gases are 

submitted to accuracy measurements as stated in 12.6.1 with the 

gases specified by the manufacturer. 

Suggestion 1: Consider to include gas mixtures in the scope of the 

recommendation. 

Remark: renewable gases may be seen as covered by “industrial 

gases”. 

5.13.5 requires tests for all gases specified by manufacturer  

reduction of tests to real needed extent   12.6.12 authority decide 

about test gases common practise for important types to be added 

(Annex C) 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

1.2 Under rated operating conditions and in 

presence of a disturbance, the 

performance requirement shall be as laid 

down in the appropriate instrument-

specific requirements. 

Where the instrument is intended to be 

used in a specified permanent continuous 

electromagnetic field the permitted 

performance during the radiated 

electromagnetic field-amplitude 

modulated test shall be within MPE. 

5.13.7 

5.13.3 

 

5.13.7 

Table 5 defines the test program for electronic meters subject to 

disturbances. 

In Annex B the test program for flow disturbances is described. 

 

Table 5 defines the requirements for permanent continuous 

electromagnetic fields. 

In Annex A specific test details are mentioned. 

 

Covered 

1.3 The manufacturer shall specify the 

climatic, mechanical and electromagnetic 

environments in which the instrument is 

intended to be used, power supply and 

other influence quantities likely to affect its 

accuracy, taking into account of the 

requirements laid down in the appropriate 

instrument-specific annexes. 

5.1  In 5.1 the rated operating conditions are stated. Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

1.3.1 Climatic environments 

The manufacturer shall specify the upper 

temperature limit and the lower 

temperature limit from any of the values in 

Table 1 unless otherwise specified in the 

Annexes MI-001 to MI-010, and indicate 

whether the instrument is designed for 

condensing or non-condensing humidity 

as well as the intended location for the 

instrument, i.e. open or closed. 

 

Temperature limits: 

Upper temperature limit  

30 °C / 40 °C / 55 °C / 70 °C 

 

Lower temperature limit 

5 °C / -10 °C / -25 °C / -40 °C 

5.1 “Rated operating conditions for a gas meter shall be as follows: 

low  –40 °C, –25 °C, –10 °C and +5 °C 

high  +30 °C, +40 °C, +55 °C and +70 °C  
 

Covered 

 

1.3.2 (a) Mechanical environments are 

classified into classes M1 to M3 as 

described below 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

 M1: This class applies to instruments 

used in locations with vibration and 

shocks of low significance, e.g. for 

instruments fastened to light structures 

subject to negligible vibrations and shocks 

transmitted from local blasting or pile-

driving activities, slamming doors, etc. 

5.12 

A.5.1 

A.5.2 

M1 is applicable.  Covered for M1 

 

 

 M2: This class applies to instruments 

used in locations with significant or high 

levels of vibration and shock, e.g. 

transmitted from machines and passing 

vehicles in the vicinity or adjacent to 

heavy machines, conveyor belts, etc. 

 M2 is applicable only in case the meters accuracy is examined during 

vibrations and shocks. 

Covered for M2 

except for the testing of 

the accuracy during the 

application of the 

disturbance  

 

 M3: This class applies to instruments 

used in locations where the level of 

vibration and shock is high and very high, 

e.g. for instruments mounted directly on 

machines, conveyor belts, etc. 

 Level M3 is not applicable for the instruments covered by MID since 

MI-002 is limited to gas meters intended for residential, commercial 

and light industry use. 

M3 not relevant 

 

 (b) The following influence quantities shall 

be considered in relation with mechanical 

environments: 

- Vibration 

- Mechanical shock 

5.12 “A gas meter shall withstand vibrations and shocks…” 

“The fault after the application of vibrations and shocks shall be less 

than or equal to 0.5 times the maximum permissible error.” 

Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

1.3.3 (a) Electromagnetic environments are 

classified into E1, E2 or E3 as described 

below, unless otherwise laid down in the 

appropriate instrument-specific annexes.  

   

 E1: This class applies to instruments used 

in locations with electromagnetic 

disturbances corresponding to those likely 

to be found in residential, commercial and 

light industrial buildings. 

 

5.13.7 Severity levels for electromagnetic environment tests of OIML R 137-1 

correspond to level E2 of MID and of OIML D 11 except for surges on 

data lines. Severity level for surges on data lines correspond to level 

E1 in all cases. 

Covered 

E2: This class applies to instruments used 

in locations with electromagnetic 

disturbances corresponding to those likely 

to be found in other industrial buildings.  

 

 According to MI-002, this level is not applicable since MI-002 is limited 

to gas meters intended for residential, commercial and light industry 

use (level E1 - see above). 

Not relevant 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

 E3: This class applies to instruments 

supplied by the battery of a vehicle. Such 

instruments shall comply with the 

requirements of E2 and the following 

additional requirements 

- voltage reductions caused by energizing 

the starter-motor circuits of internal 

combustion engines, 

- load dump transients occurring in the 

event of a discharged battery being 

disconnected while the engine is running. 

 Level E3 is not relevant for the instruments covered by MID since MI-

002 is limited to gas meters intended for residential, commercial and 

light industry use. 

Not relevant  

 (b) The following influence quantities shall 

be considered in relation with 

electromagnetic environments: 

- voltage interruptions 

- short voltage reductions 

- voltage transients on supply lines and/or 

signal lines 

- electrostatic discharges 

- radio frequency electromagnetic fields 

- conducted radio frequency 

electromagnetic fields on supply lines 

and/or signal lines 

- surges on supply lines and/or signal 

lines 

5.13.7 Table 5 lists all these tests as relevant for gas meters that include 

electronic components. 

Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

1.3.4 Other influence quantities to be 

considered, where appropriate, are: 

- voltage variation 

- mains frequency variation 

- power frequency magnetic fields 

- any other quantity likely to influence in a 

significant way the accuracy of the 

instrument. 

5.13.7 Chapter A.7 describes the tests to conduct on mains power and 

chapter A.8 describes the test to conduct on battery power. 

 

Only covered for 

voltage variations 

unless the design of 

the instrument is 

such that other 

quantities do not 

influence in a 

significant way the 

accuracy of the 

instrument 

1.4 

 

When carrying out the tests as envisaged 

in this Directive, the following paragraphs 

apply: 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

1.4.1 Basic rules for testing and the 

determination of errors 

Essential requirements specified in 1.1 

and 1.2 shall be verified for each relevant 

influence quantity. Unless otherwise 

specified in the appropriate instrument-

specific annex, these essential 

requirements apply when each influence 

quantity is applied and its effect evaluated 

separately, all other influence quantities 

being kept relatively constant at their 

reference value. 

Metrological tests shall be carried out 

during or after the application of the 

influence quantity, whichever condition 

corresponds to the normal operational 

status of the instrument  when that 

influence quantity is likely to occur. 

chapter 5 

 

 

A.1 

 

Chapter 5 defines the type examination tests and summarises the 

associated requirements. 

 

“When the effect of one influence quantity is being evaluated, all other 

influence quantities are to be held within the limits of the reference 

conditions.” 

Suggestion 2: The EMC testing of static gas meters (electronically gas 

meters) may be carried out without flow if a test mode does it allow to 

check the influence of EMC quantities on the accuracy by analysing 

the “zero flow” (volume or flow rate indication with closed inlet and 

outlet). The EMC testing shall be carried out with the most critical gas. 

The manufacturer shall provide information to the authority in order to 

decide which test gas is most appropriate.  

Remarks: If the test mode is switched on, the meter shall determine 

the flow rate with a sufficient high frequency (at least 2 Hz), the low 

flow cut off shall be switched off and the resolution of the index shall 

be such that a flow rate of 1% of Qmin is mable. A toggling of flow rate 

and volume indication is acceptable.  

Alternatively, the flow rate or flow velocity may be read out via an 

optical interface. 

 

Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

   The meter shall not switch off the test mode and switch off the index 

over period of at least 2 h. In order to avoid a too severe load of 

battery powered meter by fraudulent usage the test mode may be 

limited additionally if the verification switch is off (operation after 

putting on the market). 

Reasons: The signal processing depends on the kind of gas because 

the measuring signal may be very different for different gases (and 

pressure). For instance, ultrasonic meter needs to measure relatively 

small time-differences in case of hydrogen and the signal to noise 

ratio (SNR) is usually smaller than in case of air. That is why EMC 

testing may not lead to significant changes of the measured flow rate 

in case of air but, because of the lower SNR for instance, the flow rate 

measurement may change by usage with hydrogen and applying the 

same EMC quantity.  
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

1.4.2 Ambient humidity 

- According to the climatic operating 

environment in which the instrument is 

intended to be used either the damp heat-

steady state (non-condensing) or damp 

heat cyclic (condensing) test may be 

appropriate. 

- The damp heat cyclic test is appropriate 

where condensation is important or when 

penetration of vapour will be accelerated 

by the effect of breathing. In conditions 

where non-condensing humidity is a factor 

the damp-heat steady state is appropriate. 

A.4.2.1 

A.4.2.2 

Steady-state (non condensing) and cyclic (condensing) damp heat 

tests have to be performed in all cases. 

Covered 

2 Reproducibility 

The application of the same measurand in 

a different location or by different user, all 

other conditions being the same, shall 

result in the close agreement of 

successive measurements. The difference 

between the measurement results shall 

be small when compared with the MPE.  

5.6 “For flow rates equal to or greater than Qt the reproducibility of error at 

the specific flow rate shall be less than or equal to one third of the 

maximum permissible error.“ 

This is deemed to be covered when the gas meter fulfills this 

requirement from Qmin up to and including Qmax. 

Covered, except for  

Qmin ≤ Q ≤ Qt 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

3 Repeatability 

The application of the same measurand 

under the same conditions of 

measurement shall result in the close 

agreement of successive measurements. 

The difference between the measurement 

results shall be small when compared with 

the MPE. 

5.7 “The repeatability of error of three consecutive measurements at the 

specific flow rate shall be less than or equal to one third of the 

maximum permissible error.” 

Covered 

 

4 Discrimination and sensitivity 

A measuring instrument shall be 

sufficiently sensitive and the 

discrimination threshold shall be 

sufficiently low for the intended 

measurement task. 

6.3.3 “Resolution  

 

The quantity corresponding to the least significant digit shall not 

exceed the quantity of gas passed during one hour at Qmin.  

If the least significant digit (e.g. last drum) shows a decimal multiple of 

the quantity measured, the faceplate or electronic display shall bear:  

a) either one (or two, or three, etc.) fixed zero(s) after the last drum or 

digit; or  

b) the marking: "× 10" (or "× 100", or "× 1 000", etc.),  

 

so that the reading is always in the units mentioned in 4.1.”  

Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

5 Durability 

A measuring instrument shall be designed 

to maintain an adequate stability of its 

metrological characteristics over a period 

of time estimated by the manufacturer’s 

instruction when in the environmental 

conditions for which it is intended. 

5.10 The aim of the durability test is to demonstrate the stability of the 

metrological characteristics of the meter. 

Suggestion 3 

The durability test shall take into account influences caused by the 

gases specified by the manufacturer. 

Proposal for testing: 

The meters shall be tested with test gases which are most critical. 

Usually, these gases contain the highest concentration of H2 ore CO2. 

During a static durability test at least 3 meters shall be filled with the 

test gases over a period of time of at least 6 months. The meter shall 

be purged every 2 weeks with the test gas in order to guarantee a 

complete filling of the meter with the test gas. 

The metrological behavior of the meters shall be tested before and 

after the exposure under comparable conditions. The change of error 

curve shall be less the 0.5 MPE.  

Covered 

   Additionally, an inspection of the components which have had contact 

with the gas may take place. For comparison meters which were not 

exposed to the test gas may be tested and inspected as well. 

Remarks:  

The mechanical or electrical properties of materials and components 

may be influenced by gases like hydrogen if applied over the life time.  
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

6 Reliability 

A measuring instrument shall be designed 

to reduce as far as possible the effect of a 

defect that would lead to an inaccurate 

measurement result, unless the presence 

of such a defect is obvious. 

6.1.1 

 

 

 

6.7 

“A gas meter shall be made of such materials and be so constructed 

to withstand the physical, chemical and thermal conditions to which it 

is likely to be subjected and to correctly fulfil its intended purposes 

throughout its life.” 

 

Section 6.7 requires checks, limits and alarms that are mandatory for 

electronic gas meters. 

Covered 

7 Suitability    

7.1 A measuring instrument shall have no 

feature likely to facilitate fraudulent use, 

whereas possibilities for unintentional 

misuse shall be minimal. 

6.1.4 

 

 

9.1.1 

“A gas meter shall be constructed and installed in such a way that 

mechanical interference capable of affecting its accuracy is either 

prevented, or results in permanently visible damage to the gas meter 

or to the verification marks or protection marks.” 

“Protection of the metrological properties of the meter is accomplished 

via hardware (mechanical) sealing or via electronic sealing.” 

Covered 

7.2 A measuring instrument shall be suitable 

for its intended use taking account of the 

practical working conditions and shall not 

require unreasonable demands of the 

user in order to obtain a correct 

measurement result. 

6 Technical requirements Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

7.3 The errors of a utility measuring 

instrument at flows or currents outside the 

controlled range shall not be unduly 

biased. 

5.11 

 

6.7.2 

Flow rates over Qmax are covered by chapter 5.11, that gives 

requirements for the overload flow test. 

An electronic gas meter may also have the capability to detect and act 

upon overload flow conditions. 

Suggestion 4: Below Qmin the meter shall stop counting or the 

metering error shall not exceed + 3 times MPE for all specified gases 

and mixtures. 

This shall be checked for the gases specified by the manufacturer or 

to an extend of test gases similar to the MPE tests. 

Covered, except for 

flow rates below Qmin  

7.4 Where a measuring instrument is 

designed for the measurement of values 

of the measurand that are constant over 

time, the measuring instrument shall be 

insensitive to small fluctuations of the 

value of the measurand, or shall take 

appropriate action. 

 A gas meter is an integrating instrument. Thus, this requirement is not 

applicable. 

Not relevant  
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

7.5 A measuring instrument shall be robust 

and its materials of construction shall be 

suitable for the conditions in which it is 

intended to be used. 

6.1.1 

 

 

 

6.1.4 

“A gas meter shall be made of such materials and be so constructed 

to withstand the physical, chemical and thermal conditions to which it 

is likely to be subjected, and to correctly fulfill its intended purposes 

throughout its life.” 

 

“A gas meter shall be constructed and installed in such a way that 

mechanical interference capable of affecting its accuracy is either 

prevented, or results in permanently visible damage to the gas meter 

or to the verification marks or protection marks.“ 

Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

7.6 A measuring instrument shall be designed 

so as to allow the control of the measuring 

tasks after the instrument has been 

placed on the market and put into use. If 

necessary, special equipment or software 

for this control shall be part of the 

instrument. The test procedure shall be 

described in the operation manual. 

 

When a measuring instrument has 

associated software which provides other 

functions besides the measuring function, 

the software that is critical for the 

metrological characteristics shall be 

identifiable and shall not be inadmissibly 

influenced by the associated software. 

 

 

 

 

6.4.1 

 

 

 

 

12.2 

 

 

 

I.1.1 

 

 

 

“A gas meter shall be designed and constructed incorporating:  

a) an integral test element, or  

b) a pulse generator, or  

c) arrangements permitting the connection of a portable test unit. “ 

 

The test procedure is described in the manual, delivered during the 

type evaluation. 

 

 

“Software identification  

The legally relevant parts of the software of a gas meter and/or its 

constituents shall be clearly identified with the software version or any 

other token. The identification may apply to more than one part but at 

least one part shall be dedicated to the legal purpose. 

The identification shall be inextricably linked to the software and shall 

be:  

• presented or printed on command, or  

• displayed during operation, or  

• displayed at switch-on for those gas meters that can be switched on 

and off. “ 

 

Requirements for not influencing the metrological software are 

described in Annex I. 

Covered  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Covered 

8 Protection against corruption    
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

8.1 The metrological characteristics of a 

measuring instrument shall not be 

influenced in any inadmissible way by the 

connection to it of another device, by any 

feature of the connected device itself or 

by any remote device that communicates 

with the measuring instrument. 

5.13.8 

 

 

 

6.5.1 

 

 

 

 

9.1.4.2 

“Gas meters provided with ancillary devices shall be designed such 

that all functions of the ancillary devices (e.g. provisions for 

communication purposes) do not affect the metrological behavior.” 

“Ancillary devices shall not affect the correct operation of the 

instrument. If an ancillary device is not subject to legal metrology 

control this shall be clearly indicated.” 

“For gas meters of which parts may be disconnected, the following 

provisions shall be fulfilled:  

a) Access to the parameters that contribute to the determination of 

results of measurements shall not be possible via a disconnected port 

unless the provisions in 9.1.4 are fulfilled.  

b) Interposing any device which may influence the accuracy shall be 

prevented by means of electronic and data processing securities or, if 

not possible, by mechanical means.  

c) Moreover, these gas meters shall be equipped with provisions 

which do not allow the meter to operate if the various parts are not 

configured according to the manufacturer’s specifications. “ 

Covered  

8.2 A hardware component that is critical for 

metrological characteristics shall be 

designed so that it can be secured. 

Security measures foreseen shall provide 

for evidence of an intervention. 

9.1.1 

 

9.1.3 

“Protection of the metrological properties of the meter is accomplished 

via hardware (mechanical) sealing or via electronic sealing.” 

“In case of hardware sealing, the location of the marks shall be 

chosen in such a way that the dismantling of the part sealed by one of 

these marks results in permanently visible damage to this seal.” 

Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

8.3 Software that is critical for metrological 

characteristics shall be identified as such 

and shall be secured. 

Software identification shall be easily 

provided by the measuring instrument. 

Evidence of an intervention shall be 

available for a reasonable period of time. 

I.1.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I.1.3 

“Software identification  

The legally relevant parts of the software of a gas meter and/or its 

constituents shall be clearly identified with the software version or any 

other token. The identification may apply to more than one part but at 

least one part shall be dedicated to the legal purpose. 

The identification shall be inextricably linked to the software and shall 

be:  

• presented or printed on command, or  

• displayed during operation, or  

• displayed at switch-on for those gas meters that can be switched on 

and off. “ 

 

“Software protection comprises appropriate sealing by mechanical, 

electronic and/or cryptographic means, making an unauthorized 

intervention impossible or evident.” 

Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

8.4 Measurement data, software that is critical 

for measurement characteristics and 

metrologically important parameters 

stored or transmitted shall be adequately 

protected against accidental or intentional 

corruption. 

I.1.3 
“The legally relevant software part shall be secured against 

unauthorized modification, loading, or changes by swapping the 

memory device. In addition to mechanical sealing, technical means 

may be necessary to protect gas meters equipped with an operating 

system or an option to load software.  

Only clearly documented functions are allowed to be activated by the 

user interface, which shall be realized in such a way that it does not 

facilitate fraudulent use.OIML R 137-1&2:2012 (E) 31  

Parameters that fix the legally relevant characteristics of the gas meter 

shall be secured against unauthorized modification. For the purpose of 

verification, displaying of the current parameter settings shall be 

possible.  

Note: Device-specific parameters may be adjustable or selectable only 

in a special operational mode of the instrument. They may be 

classified as those that should be secured (unalterable) and those that 

may be accessed (alterable parameters) by an authorized person, e.g. 

the instrument owner or product vendor.  

 

Software protection comprises appropriate sealing by mechanical, 

electronic and/or cryptographic means, making an unauthorized 

intervention impossible or evident.” 

Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

8.5 For utility measuring instruments the 

display of the total quantity supplied or the 

displays from which the total quantity 

supplied can be derived, whole or partial 

reference to which is the basis for 

payment, shall not be able to be reset 

during use. 

6.3.1 “Indicating devices shall be non-resettable and shall be non-volatile 

(i.e. they shall be able to show the last stored indication after the 

device has recovered from an intervening power failure).” 

Covered 

 

9 Information to be borne by and to 

accompany the instrument 

   

9.1 A measuring instrument shall bear the 

following inscriptions: 

- manufacturer’s mark or name 

- information in respect of its accuracy, 

plus, when applicable 

- information in respect of the conditions 

of use 

- measuring capacity 

- measuring range 

- identity marking 

- number of EC-type examination 

certificate or the EC design examination 

certificate 

- information whether or not additional 

devices providing metrological results 

comply with the provisions of this 

Directive on legal metrological control. 

7 All the listed inscriptions are included. 

Suggestion 5:  

A gas meter shall bear inscriptions which provide information about 

the specified gases and mixtures of gases and the related conditions 

of use.  

Alternatively, a clear hint to the user manual may be given. 

Additional inscriptions, describing the conditions of use for different 

gases or mixtures of gases, are permitted, if these inscription are 

important the usage after putting into use. 

Covered  
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

9.2 An instrument of dimensions too small or 

of too sensitive a composition to allow it to 

bear the relevant information shall have 

its packaging, if any, and the 

accompanying documents required by the 

provisions of this Directive suitably 

marked. 

7.1 “As relevant, the following information shall be marked on the casing 

or on an identification plate.” 

 

OIML R 137-1 requirement is more severe than the one in MID since 

the information is available on the instrument whatever its size. 

Covered 

9.3 The instrument shall be accompanied by 

information on its operation, unless the 

simplicity of the measuring instrument 

makes this unnecessary. Information shall 

be easily understandable and shall 

include where relevant:  

- rated operating conditions 

- mechanical and electromagnetic 

environment classes 

- the upper and lower temperature limit, 

whether condensation is possible or not, 

open or closed location 

- instructions for installation, maintenance, 

repairs, permissible adjustments 

- instructions for correct operation and any 

special conditions use 

- conditions for compatibility with 

interfaces, sub-assemblies or measuring 

instruments. 

8.1 

8.1.c 

The information is stated in the instruction manual. 

rated operating conditions 

Suggestion 6:  

including the gases and mixtures of gases specified by the 

manufacturer and, if applicable, information about special conditions 

of use for the different gases or mixture of gases. 

Remark: Special condition may concern the flow rate range, pressure 

range, temperature range etc.. 

Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

9.4 Groups of identical measuring instruments 

used in the same location or used for 

utility measurements do not necessarily 

require individual instruction manuals. 

8.1 “Unless the simplicity of the measuring instrument makes this 

unnecessary, each individual instrument shall be accompanied by an 

instruction manual for the user.  

However, groups of identical measuring instruments delivered to the 

same customer do not necessarily require individual instruction 

manuals.” 

Covered 

9.5 Unless specified otherwise in an 

instrument-specific annex, the scale 

interval for a measured value shall be in 

the form 1x10n, 2x10n, or 5x10n, where n 

is any integer or zero. The unit of 

measurement or its symbol shall be 

shown close to the numerical value. 

6.4.2 

 

 

6.3.1 

“The scale interval shall be in the form 1 × 10n, 2 × 10n, or 5 × 

10n<unit> (n being a positive or negative whole number or zero).” 

 

“The indicating device associated with the gas meter shall indicate the 

quantity of gas measured in volume or mass in the corresponding 

units. The reading shall be clear and unambiguous.” 

Covered 

9.6 A material measure shall be marked with 

a nominal value or a scale, accompanied 

by the unit of measurement used. 

 Gas meters are not material measures. Not relevant 

9.7 The units of measurement used and their 

symbols shall be in accordance with the 

provisions of Community legislation on 

units of measurement and their symbols. 

4.1 “Measurement units  

All quantities shall be expressed in SI units [3] or as other legal units 

of measurement [4], unless a country’s legal units are different.” 

Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

9.8 All marks and inscriptions required under 

any requirement shall be clear, non-

erasable, unambiguous and non-

transferable. 

7.1 “All markings shall be easily legible and indelible under rated 

conditions of use.  

Any marking other than those prescribed in the type approval 

document shall not lead to confusion.” 

Covered 

10 Indication of result    

10.1 Indication of the result shall be by means 

of a display or a hard copy. 

6.3.1 “The indicating device may be: 

a) a mechanical indicating device as described in 6.3.4,  

b) an electromechanical or electronic indicating device as described in 

6.3.5,  

c) a combination of a) and b).” 

 

Hard copy is not applicable because MID under article 10.5 of Annex I 

always requires a display for a gas meter. 

Covered 

10.2 The indication of any result shall be clear 

and unambiguous and accompanied by 

such marks and inscriptions necessary to 

inform the user of the significance of the 

result. Easy reading of the present result 

shall be permitted under normal 

conditions of use. Additional indications 

may be shown provided they cannot be 

confused with the metrologically 

controlled indications. 

6.3.1 “The reading shall be clear and unambiguous. 

…. 

It may be possible to use one display for other indications as well, as 

long as it is clear which quantity is being displayed.” 

Covered 
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

10.3 In the case of hard copy the print or 

record shall also be easily legible and 

non-erasable. 

3.1.8 A printing device is considered in OIML R 137-1 as an ancillary 

device. 

In the event that the ancillary device is subject to legal metrology 

control, it shall fulfil the requirements of OIML R 137-1 and in 

particular those related to legibility and non-erasability defined in 6.3.1 

of OIML R 137-1. 

Covered 

10.4 A measuring instrument for direct sales 

trading transactions shall be designed to 

present the measurement result to both 

parties in the transaction when installed 

as intended. When critical in case of direct 

sales, any ticket provided to the consumer 

by an ancillary device not complying with 

the appropriate requirements of this 

Directive shall bear an appropriate 

restrictive information. 

 Not for direct sales trading. Not relevant 

10.5 Whether or not a measuring instrument 

intended for utility measurement purposes 

can be remotely read it shall in any case 

be fitted with a metrologically controlled 

display accessible without tools to the 

customer. The reading of this display is 

the measurement result that serves as the 

basis for the price to pay. 

6.1.5 
“The indicating device can be connected to the meter body physically 

or remotely. In the latter case the data to be displayed shall be stored 

in the gas meter.  

Note: National or regional requirements may contain provisions to 

guarantee access to the data for customers and consumers.” 

 

Covered, except for a 

remote display 

11 Further processing of data to conclude the    
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  Directive 2014/32/EC  

Essential requirements of Annex 1 and 

Annex IV (MI-002) 

OIML R 137 

(2012)  

Comments Conclusion 

trading transaction 

11.1 A measuring instrument other than a utility 

measuring instrument shall record by a 

durable means the measurement result 

accompanied by information to identify the 

particular transaction, when: 

- the measurement is non-repeatable 

- the measuring instrument is normally 

intended for use in the absence of one of 

the trading parties. 

 Gas meters addressed by MID are utility meters. Not relevant 

11.2 Additionally, a durable proof of the 

measurement result and the information 

to identify the transaction shall be 

available on request at the time the 

measurement is concluded. 

 See comment in 11.1. Not relevant 

12 Conformity evaluation 

A measuring instrument shall be designed 

so as to allow ready evaluation of its 

conformity with the appropriate 

requirements of this Directive. 

10 

 

11.1.1 

 

 

12.3 

Suitability for testing: the instrument shall be designed such as to 

allow initial and subsequent verification and metrological supervision. 

Test method: all equipment used and incorporated as part of the 

execution of the test procedures shall be suitable for the testing of the 

meter(s) under test. 

Design examination: Each type of gas meter submitted shall be 

inspected externally to ensure that it complies with the provisions of 

the relevant preceding clauses of these requirements. 

Covered 
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ANNEX MI-002 

 The relevant requirements of Annex I, the 

specific requirements of this Annex and 

the conformity assessment procedures 

listed in this Annex, apply to gas meters 

and volume conversion devices defined 

below, intended for residential, 

commercial and light industrial use. 

  Covered 

 

A volume conversion device constitutes a 

sub-assembly according to Article 4, 

definition (b), second indent. 

For a volume conversion device, the 

essential requirements for the gas meter 

shall apply, if applicable. 

 
  

D
e

fin
itio

n
s
 

Gas meter 

Minimum flowrate 

Maximum flowrate 

Transitional flowrate 

Overload flowrate 

3.1.1 

3.3.3 

3.3.2 

3.3.4 

3.4.3 & 5.11 

 Covered 

1 Rated operating conditions 

The manufacturer shall specify the rated 

operating conditions of the gas meter, 

taking into account: 

12.2 

 

“Applications for type evaluation of a gas meter shall be accompanied 

by the following documentation: 

Metrological characteristics of the meter, including:  

- a description of the principle(s) of measurement;  

- metrological specifications such as accuracy class and rated 

operating conditions;  

- any steps which should be performed prior to testing the meter. “ 

Covered 
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1.1 The flowrate range of the gas shall fulfil at 

least the following conditions: 

 

 

Class Qmax/Qmi

n 

Qmax/Qt Qr/Qmax 

1.5 ≥150 ≥10 1.2 

1.0 ≥ 20 ≥ 5 1.2 

 

 

 

5.2 
“ The flow rate characteristics of a gas meter shall be defined by the 

values of Qmax, Qt and Qmin  

Their ratios and relations shall be within the ranges as stated in Table 

1.  

 

Table 1 Flow rate characteristics 

 

Qmax / Qmin Qmax / Q t 

≥ 50 ≥ 10 

≥ 5 and < 50 ≥ 5 

“  

The flowrate ratios are compatible only when the ratio is comprise 

between 20 and 50 (excluded) and when the ratio is greater or equal 

to 150. 

Suggestion 7:  

The manufacturer shall specify the flow rate ranges for the specified 

gases and gas mixture ranges, if needed in dependency from the kind 

of gas and the pressure or density ranges.  

Covered for class 1.5 

if Qmax/Qmin ≥ 150 

 

Covered for class 1.0 

if Qmax/Qmin ≥ 20 

1.2 The temperature range of the gas, with a 

minimum range of 40°C. 

5.1 

12.6.7.1 

The ambient temperature range is defined as 50 K minimally (5.1). 

Due to the fact that all gas meters are tested with a flow test where 

gas temperature and ambient temperature are equal (12.6.7.1), this 

requirement is deemed to be met.  

 Covered 
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1.3 The fuel/gas related conditions. 

The gas meter shall be designed for the 

range of gases and supply pressures of 

the country of destination. In particular the 

manufacturer shall indicate: 

– the gas family or group; 

– the maximum operating pressure. 

5.1 
“ Rated operating conditions for a gas meter shall be as follows:  

 

Working pressure range: pmin to pmax inclusive  

 

Type of gases : The family of natural gases, industrial gases, or 

supercritical gases; to be specified by the manufacturer “  

Suggestion: consider to include gas mixtures (and its ranges) in the 

scope of the recommendation.  

Remark: renewable gases may be seen as covered by “industrial 

gases”. 

Suggestion: The manufacturer shall specify additionally the pressure 

ranges or density requirements for the specified gases and gas 

mixture ranges if these values are dependent from the kind of gas. 

 

Covered 

1.4 A minimum temperature range of 50 ºC 

for the climatic environment. 

5.1 
“ Rated operating conditions for a gas meter shall be as follows:  

Ambient temperature (Temperature range chosen shall at least cover 

50 K) “  

Covered 

1.5 The nominal value of the AC voltage 

supply and/or the limits of DC supply 

5.1 
In 5.1 the rated operating conditions are stated. 

Covered 

2 Maximum permissible error (MPEs)    
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2.1 Gas meter indicating the volume at 

metering conditions or mass 

Class 1,5 1,0 

Qmin ≤ Q < 

Qt 

3 % 2 % 

Qt ≤ Q ≤ 
Qmax 

1,5 % 1 % 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The gas meter shall not exploit the MPEs 

or systematically favour any party. 

5.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4 

“ A gas meter may be divided in three accuracy classes: 0.5, 1 and 

1.5. A gas meter shall be classified according its accuracy in one of 

these classes. The value of the MPE is dependent on the applicable 

accuracy class as listed in Table 2 below. 

 

 

The accuracy classes 1 and 1,5 of the OIML R137 are the same as 

the MID. Class 0,5 is not foreseen in MID. 

 

R137 uses the weighted mean error concept. 

Covered 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Covered 
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2.2 For a gas meter with temperature 

conversion, which only indicates the 

converted volume, the MPE of the meter 

is increased by 0,5% in a range of 30°C 

extending symmetrically around the 

temperature specified by the 

manufacturer that lies between 15ºC and 

25ºC. Outside this range, an additional 

increase of 0,5% is permitted in each 

interval of 10°C. 

5.3.5 
“ For a gas meter with a built-in conversion device and displaying the 

volume at base conditions only, the maximum permissible errors as 

indicated in Table 2 are increased by 0.5 % in the temperature range 

of (tsp – 15) °C to (tsp + 15) °C. Outside this temperature range an 

additional increase of 0.5 % per additional interval of 10 °C is 

permitted to this extended MPE. The temperature tsp is specified by 

the manufacturer. 

According to R 137-1, the manufacturer is free to define the 

temperature. It is not required that it shall be selected between 15 °C 

and 25 °C. 

Covered, except if the 

selected temperature 

tsp does not lie 

between 15 °C and 25 

°C 

3 Permissible effect of disturbances    

3.1 Electromagnetic immunity    

3.1.1 The effect of an electromagnetic 

disturbance on a gas meter or volume 

conversion device shall be such that: 

– the change in the measurement result is 

no greater than the critical change value 

as defined in 3.1.3, or  

– the indication of the measurement result 

is such that it cannot be interpreted as a 

valid result, such as a momentary 

variation that cannot be interpreted, 

memorised or transmitted as a measuring 

result. 

5.13.7 If a gas meter includes electronic components, the requirements as 

presented in Table 5 apply. 

 

 

Not covered for 

radiated and 

conducted RF EM 

Field. 
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3.1.2 After undergoing a disturbance, the gas 

meter shall: 

– recover to operate within MPE, and 

– have all measurement functions 

safeguarded, and 

– allow recovery of all measurement data 

present just before the disturbance. 

12.6.15 “For gas meters containing electronic components, additionally the 

requirements as described in 5.13.7 are applicable. Performance tests 

shall be executed using the test methods described in Part 2 

Metrological controls and performance tests. An overview of the 

requirements is shown in Table 4 and Table 5. After each test it shall 

be verified that no loss of data has occurred.“  

  

Covered 

3.1.3 The critical change value is the smaller of 

the two following values: 

– the quantity corresponding to half of the 

magnitude of the MPE in the upper zone 

on the measured volume; 

– the quantity corresponding to the MPE 

on the quantity corresponding to one 

minute at maximum flowrate. 

Table 5 

 

3.2.7 

The critical change value, called ‘fault limit’ in R137, shall be smaller 

or equal to 0,5 MPE. 

 

“fault (OIML D 11, 3.9)  

difference between the error of indication and the intrinsic error of a 

measuring instrument”  

The second option of the MID is not included in OIML R137. 

Covered for the first 

clause of the 

requirement 

3.2 Effect of upstream-downstream flow 

disturbances 

Under installation conditions specified by 

the manufacturer, the effect of the flow 

disturbances shall not exceed one third of 

the MPE 

5.13.3 “ For types of gas meters of which the accuracy is affected by flow 

disturbances, the shift of the error due to these disturbances shall not 

exceed one third of the maximum permissible error. In case such a 

gas meter is specified to be installed in specific piping arrangements 

producing only mild flow disturbances, the meter shall be marked as 

such and may only be installed in those specific piping configurations 

for which its accuracy has proven to stay within this requirement.”  

Covered 

4 Durability 

After an appropriate test, taking into 

account the period of time estimated by 

the manufacturer, has been performed, 

the following criteria shall be satisfied: 

 Additional tests for renewable gases and mixtures of gases are 

needed (see chapter 5 of Annex 1) 
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4.1 Class 1.5. meters    

4.1.1 The variation of the measurement result 

after the durability test when compared 

with the initial measurement result for the 

flow rates in the range Qt to Qmax-shall 

not exceed the measurement result by 

more than 2% 

5.10 
“A gas meter shall meet the following requirements after being 

subjected to a flow with rate between 0.8 Qmax and Qmax comprising 

a quantity that is equivalent to a flow at Qmax during a period of 2 000 

hours:  

• the maximum permissible errors as specified in Table 2 for 

subsequent verification and in-service, and  

• for flow rates from Qt up to Qmax a fault of less than or equal to:  

1.0 times the maximum permissible error applicable during type 

evaluation for class 1.5 “  

This means that the effect is 1,5% maximally, which is more restrictive 

than 2%. 

Covered 

4.1.2 The error of indication after the durability 

test shall not exceed twice the MPE in 

paragraph 2. 

5.10 The error shall be within: 

• the maximum permissible errors as specified in Table 2 for 

subsequent verification and in-service 

This is an identical requirement. 

Covered 

4.2 Class 1.0 meters    
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4.2.1 The variation of the measurement result 

after the durability test when compared 

with the initial measurement result shall 

not exceed one-third of the MPE in 

paragraph 2. 

5.10 
“A gas meter shall meet the following requirements after being 

subjected to a flow with rate between 0.8 Qmax and Qmax comprising 

a quantity that is equivalent to a flow at Qmax during a period of 2 000 

hours:  

• the maximum permissible errors as specified in Table 2 for 

subsequent verification and in-service, and  

• for flow rates from Qt up to Qmax fault of less than or equal to:  

0.5 times the maximum permissible error applicable during type 

evaluation for other classes. “  

This means that the OIML requires 0,5 MPE, where the MID requires 

1/3 MPE. 

Not covered 

4.2.2 The error of indication after the durability 

test shall not exceed the MPE in 

paragraph 2. 

5.10 The error shall be within: 

• the maximum permissible errors as specified in Table 2 for 

subsequent verification and in-service 

Not covered 

5 Suitability    
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5.1 A gas meter powered from the mains (AC 

or DC) shall be provided with an 

emergency power supply device or other 

means to ensure, during a failure of the 

principal power source, that all measuring 

functions are safeguarded. 

6.6.2 
“An electronic gas meter shall be designed such that in the event of a 

mains power failure (AC or DC), the meter indication of the quantity of 

gas just before failure is not lost, and remains accessible for reading 

after failure without any difficulty.  

Any other properties or parameters of the meter shall not be affected 

by an interruption of the electrical supply. 

  

Note: Compliance with this requirement will not necessarily ensure 

that the gas meter will continue to register the quantity of gas that 

passed through the gas meter during a power failure, although 

National Authorities may require continuation of such registration.  

 

The connection to the mains power source shall be capable of being 

secured from tampering.”  

Not Covered 

 

5.2 A dedicated power source shall have a 

lifetime of at least five years. After 90% of 

its lifetime an appropriate warning shall be 

shown. 

6.6.4 
“ If the instrument is powered by a replaceable power source, the 

manufacturer shall give detailed specifications for the replacement 

thereof.  

The date by which the power source is to be replaced shall be 

indicated on the meter. Alternatively, the estimated remaining life of 

the power source shall be displayed or a warning shall be given when 

the estimated remaining life of the power source is at or below 10 %.  

The properties and parameters of the meter shall not be affected 

during replacement of the power source.  

It shall be possible to replace the power source without breaking the 

metrological seal.  

The compartment of the power source shall be capable of being 

secured from tampering.”  

Covered by one of the 

alternatives when the 

battery has a 5 years 

lifetime 
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5.3 An indicating device shall have a sufficient 

number of digits to ensure that the 

quantity passed during 8000 hours at 

Qmax does not return the digits to their 

initial values. 

6.3.2 “The indicating device shall be able to record and display the indicated 

quantity of gas corresponding to at least 1 000 hours of operation at 

the maximum flow rate Qmax, without returning to the original 

reading.“ 

Not covered 

5.4 The gas meter shall be able to be 

installed to operate in any position 

declared by the manufacturer in its 

installation instruction. 

12.6.4 “Orientation  

Unless specified by the manufacturer that the gas meter is to be used 

only in certain mounting orientations it shall be established 

whether the orientation of the meter influences the measuring 

behavior.  

The following orientations shall be examined:  

• horizontal,  

• vertical flow-up, 

• vertical flow-down,  

and the accuracy measurements as stated in 12.6.1 are performed in 

these orientations.If only certain orientations are stipulated by the 

manufacturer only those orientations shall be examined.” 

Covered 

5.5 The gas meter shall have a test element, 

which shall enable tests to be carried out 

in a reasonable time. 

6.4.1 
“A gas meter shall be designed and constructed incorporating:  

a) an integral test element, or  

b) a pulse generator, or 

c) arrangements permitting the connection of a portable test unit.“ 

Covered 

5.6 The gas meter shall respect the MPE in 

any flow direction or only in one flow 

direction clearly marked. 

5.13.2 
“ Flow direction  

If the meter is marked as being able to measure the flow in both 

directions, the metrological requirements mentioned in 5.3 and 5.4 

shall be fulfilled for each direction separately.” 

Covered 
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6 Units 

Metered quantity shall be displayed in 

cubic metre, or in kilogram. 

4.1 “All quantities shall be expressed in SI units [3] or as other legal units 

of measurement [4], unless a country’s legal units are different. In the 

next section the unit corresponding to the quantity indicated is 

expressed by <unit>.”  

Covered if kg or m3 is 

used 
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Annex 8: Effect of the renewable gases  

on the uncertainty budgets of gas meters 

1. Introduction 

During the study of the CEN/TC 237 standards “Gas meters” in the European Metrology Programme for 

Innovation and Research (EMPIR) project named NEWGASMET, the impact of the renewable gases 

(biogas, biomethane, hydrogen, syngas and mixtures with natural gas) on the uncertainty on the gas 

meter was discussed and described in several recommendation reports.  

This report is on the activity A2.1.15 where the objective is “Using input from A2.1.2-A2.1.8, FORCE with 

support from Cesame, CMI, NEL, PTB, VSL and ISSI will write a report on the effects of renewable gases 

on the uncertainty budgets of gas meters.” 

2. Recommendations from the expert group- 

The expert group- which were defined in the NewGasMet project under work package 2 has made 

recommendations reports on several EN-standards covered by the CEN/TC 237. These 

recommendations, made for each EN-standard/gas meter individually, could lead to a change in the 

measuring uncertainty when testing the gas meter. If one is looking at all the recommendations some 

common denominator can be found.  

3. Contributions to an extended uncertainty from the recommendations 

1. Test-gases 

In all the EN standards it is permitted or recommended to use air as a test medium when doing 

metrological performance testing. Generally, it is recommended by the expert groups to use a test-gas 

which is identical with the gas intended for the meter to measure or make a transferability to another gas 

from air or natural gas.  

In all the recommendations from the expert groups a common point can be found within test-gases. 

Recommendations listed in the recommendation reports: 

- EN 12480; “For renewable gas use, the expert group recommends validating the meter’s 

metrological performance with the test gas from Table 1 in this document closest to its intended 

use” 

- EN 1359; “For renewable gas use, the expert group recommends validating the meter’s 

metrological performance with the test gas from Table 1 in this document closest to its intended 

use especially when the content of hydrogen is higher than 10% or the transferability from air to 

the gas from table 1 should be verified before testing.” 

- EN 12261; “When renewable gases are considered, the expert group recommends validating the 

meter’s metrological performance with the test gas from Table 1 in this document closest to its 

intended use. For turbine meters, it is also recommended to perform the assessment on the same 

Reynolds number range (+/- 5%) since this technology is Reynolds number dependent.” 
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 EN 14236; “The expert group recommends that for meters which are intended to operate with 

(partly) renewable test gases, then the relevant test gas from Table 1 is used. When using 

H2/natural gas blends, tests could be carried out at zero flow conditions only. This would 

minimise the volume of gas required to test and associated safety concerns, and provides a 

worst-case scenario test, where signal to noise ratio is expected to be poorest.” 

 EN 17526; “It is recommended that the appropriate test gases for (partly) renewable gases are 

used to ensure that the maximum and minimum ρ·cp values are tested for the meter. It is also 

suggested that manufacturers define a range of ρ·cp where the meter works within the expected 

uncertainty, with a series of limit gas compositions given as a reference for the final user.” 

In the recommendation from nearly all EN standards the “Table 1” is mentioned. Table 1 is developed by 

the expert groups and is describing the suggested test gases which is recommended to be used when 

testing meters for use with a renewable gas. 

Name  Composition  Note  

Hydrogen injection 1  90 × 10-2 mol/mol CH4 + 10 × 10-2 mol/molH2  

(CH4 + 10% H2) 

or  

90 × 10-2 mol/mol NG + 10 × 10-2 mol/mol H2  

(NG + 10% H2) 

Natural Gas (NG) must comply with 

EN16726  

Hydrogen injection 2  80 × 10-2 mol/mol CH4 + 20 × 10-2 mol/mol H2  

(CH4 + 20% H2) 

or  

80 × 10-2 mol/mol NG + 20 × 10-2 mol/mol H2  

(NG + 20% H2) 

Natural Gas (NG) must comply with 

EN16726  

Hydrogen injection 3  70 × 10-2 mol/mol CH4 + 30 × 10-2 mol/mol H2  

(CH4 + 30% H2) 

or  

70 × 10-2 mol/mol NG + 30 × 10-2 mol/mol H2  

(NG + 30% H2) 

1. Natural Gas (NG) must comply 

with EN16726.  

2. Metrological test not required if 

meter fails at the previous point 

(20 × 10-2 mol/mol  H2).  

Hydrogen  pure* H2    

Biomethane  From the field  The test gas shall be compliant with 

CEN/TR 17238 and EN 16723-1  

Clean Biogas   60 × 10-2 mol/mol CH4 + 40 × 10-2 mol/mol CO2  

(CH4 + 40% CO2) 

Only dry, clean biogas is considered  

Syngas  40 × 10-2 mol/mol CH4 + 30 × 10-2 mol/mol H2 + 

30 × 10-2 mol/mol CO  

(CH4 + 30% H2 + 30% CO) 

  

Table 1: Renewable test gases defined by the NEWGASMET expert group 
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*Appropriate purity level and effects of contaminants need further study. Suggested purity level in the EASEE Common 

Business Practice ‘2022-001/01 Hydrogen Quality Specification’ is at ≥ 98.0 × 10-2 mol/mol H2. Changes in physical properties 

due to purity variability generically affect gas meter calibration results.  

• EN 16726: Gas infrastructure - Quality of gas - Group H   

• EN 16723-1 Natural gas and biomethane for use in transport and biomethane for 

injection in the natural gas network – Part 1: Specifications for biomethane for injection in 

the natural gas network   

• CEN/TR 17238: Proposed limit values for contaminants in biomethane based on health 

assessment criteria  

 

When using a different or alternative test-gas than the one the meter are designed to measure, this can 

lead to another calibration result which have to be corrected for which again will lead to an increase in the 

uncertainty.  

The results from the durability test in task 2.2 and described in report A2.2.6 indicate that current 

diaphragm and thermal mass flow gas meters, intended for use with natural gas, show shifts in 

measurement error when exposed to pure hydrogen which stay within the legal limits of the current 

documentary standards.  

If air or natural gas is used and transferred to the gas the meter is intended to measure, then the air or 

natural gas test transferability to the renewable gas should be proven by traceable calibrations with 

uncertainties at 1/5 MPE. 

Alternatively, this can also be done by evaluation of material composition of all parts of the gas meters, by 

long durability tests of the gas meters with gases from Table 1, etc. 

 

2. Internal leakage especially when hydrogen blends or clean hydrogen is used. 

Another common point from the recommendations is the internal leak, especially when hydrogen or 

hydrogen blends (with natural gas) are used. The following recommendations are found: 

- EN 12480; “For H2NG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak 

tightness testing of rotary gas meters to develop a representative and relevant leak tightness test. 

For pure hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.3.3.3 may have to be modified to include 

pure hydrogen.” 

- EN 1359; “For H2NG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak 

tightness testing of diaphragm gas meters in order to develop a representative and relevant leak 

tightness test. For pure hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.3.3.2 may have to be 

modified to include pure hydrogen.” 

The leak has to be so small that it doesn’t affect the meter performance and doesn’t affect the uncertainty 

of the measurement. This can only be established by long term experience with leakage tests and 

possibly redesign of meters internal construction. 

 

3. External leakage especially when hydrogen blends or clean hydrogen is used. 

- EN 12480; “For H2NG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak 

tightness testing of rotary gas meters to develop a representative and relevant leak tightness test. 

For pure hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.3.3.3 may have to be modified to include 

pure hydrogen.” 
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- EN 1359; “For H2NG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak 

tightness testing of diaphragm gas meters in order to develop a representative and relevant leak 

tightness test. For pure hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.3.3.2 may have to be 

modified to include pure hydrogen.” 

 

- EN 12261; “The leak pressure test shall be done at the operating pressure with the closest fluid to 

the turbine meters intended use (hydrogen, blend, biogas).” 

 

- EN 14236; “For H2NG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak 

tightness testing of ultrasonic gas meters in order to develop a representative and relevant leak 

tightness test. For pure hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.2.4.2 may have to be 

modified to include pure hydrogen.  

They concluded that existing leak test methods using alternative gases to hydrogen can still be 

applied, but the criteria of acceptance (CoA) should be 40% more strict if the meter is intended to be 

used with hydrogen rather than natural gas” 

 

- EN17526; “For H2NG and pure hydrogen, gas metering industry needs to build experience in leak 

tightness testing of thermal-mass flow-meter based gas meters in order to develop a representative 

and relevant leak tightness test. For pure hydrogen usage, the test medium prescribed in 6.3.3.2 

may have to be modified to include pure hydrogen.” 

As for the internal leakage the external leakage must be so small that it doesn’t affect the meter 

performance and doesn’t affect the uncertainty of the measurement. This can only be done by long term 

experience with leakage tests and possibly redesign of meters internal construction. 

But most importantly, the leakage should not lead to any hazardous (explosive) situation. 

4. Contributions to an uncertainty budget in general 

From the NewGasMet work package 3 an Ishikawa diagram is developed to show which uncertainty 

parameters that have an influence in an uncertainty budget for gas meters in general. 
 

 
Figure 1, Ishikawa diagram 
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When using a renewable gas, the same parameters are still having an influence in the uncertainty budget.  

But using a renewable gas does not exactly mean that this also will lead to an extended uncertainty than 

applicable to conventional natural gas. Each uncertainty parameter described in the Ishikawa diagram will 

be discussed in the text below in relation to using a renewable gas. 

Gas supply: 

Flow stability: The stability of the flow is very important for the measurement uncertainty, but the stability 

of the flow is more related to mechanical issues and not directly related to the gas measured. 

Gas quality: Some meter types are sensitive to the quality of the gas and therefore this can lead to a 

larger uncertainty of the measurement.  

Temperature stability: The stability of the temperature is of course very important and can be a challenge 

to control depending on which gas is measured. But again, this is more related to mechanical issues and 

not directly related to the gas measured. 

Standard (reference meter): 

Pstandard: The pressure at the standard and the measurement of the pressure is depending on the 

equipment measuring the pressure, which have to be designed to measure in the specified gas. If a 

correct pressure transducer is used, then this will not lead to a larger uncertainty. 

Tstandard: The measurement of the temperature at the standard will not lead to a larger uncertainty when 

measuring renewable gas. 

Long-term stability: The long-term stability of the standard is one of the key factors when selecting a 

reference meter. This is directly related to the meter and meter type and when selecting a meter which is 

designed for measuring the actual renewable gas, then this should not be an issue and should not lead to 

a larger uncertainty. 

Traceablity: The traceability is at the moment rather difficult for some renewable gases like hydrogen and 

blends with hydrogen and natural gas since there is no primary facilities operating on hydrogen or 

hydrogen enriched natural gas. There are some facilities that are traceable to a primary facility which is 

operating on air and then by modelling traceable to hydrogen. By using an alternative gas in the 

traceability chain will lead to a larger uncertainty. 

Flow reading: The reading of the standard will not lead to an extended uncertainty. 

Test arrangement: 

Ambient conditions: When testing on renewable gases the environment and ambient conditions has to be 

as stable similar to testing on conventional gases and will therefore not lead to a larger uncertainty. 

Line-pack effect: When measuring on renewable gases the line-pack effect is not expected to lead to any 

extended influence compared to conventional gases and is therefore not expected to lead to an extended 

uncertainty. 

Leakage: The leak is small enough that it doesn’t affect the meter performance and doesn’t affect the 

uncertainty of the measurement. Especially when testing on hydrogen a leak tightness test must be 

performed very carefully to ensure no leakage or so small that it doesn’t affect the testing of the meter or 

contribute significantly to the total uncertainty.  

Input perturbation: effect: When measuring on renewable gases the input perturbation will not lead to any 

extended influence compared to conventional gases and does not lead to a larger uncertainty. 

Density calculation: The calculation of the density can lead to an increased uncertainty, but is only an 

issue when measuring in mass flow etc. kg/h. 
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DUT (Device-Under-Test): 

TDUT: The measurement of the temperature at the DUT (i.e., the gas meter being calibrated by the 

standard) will not lead to a larger uncertainty when measuring renewable gas. 

pDUT: The pressure at the DUT and the measurement of the pressure is depending on the equipment 

measuring the pressure, which have to be designed to measure in the specified gas. If a correct pressure 

transducer is used, then this will not lead to a larger uncertainty. 

Flow reading: The reading of the output from the DUT will not lead to an extended uncertainty. 

Repeatability: The repeatability of the gas meter is a key factor of the uncertainty budget and according to 

the durability tests results in D5 of the NewGasMet project it seems that the repeatability is close to the 

repeatability of natural gas. So based on these tests results it cannot be concluded whether the 

repeatability will be affected or not. 

5. Conclusions 

The testing on renewable gases will for some points contribute to the total uncertainty. From the above it 

can be concluded that especially when measuring on an alternative gas, this can lead to a larger 

uncertainty since the behavior and specifications of the gas is not the same. Therefore, this has to be 

determined before using an alternative gas. 

Also, the leakage of the meter both internally and externally has to be detected and possible corrected for 

especially when measuring hydrogen and blends with hydrogen. 

When looking at the uncertainty budget in general the inputs to the budget are mostly not related to the 

type of gas, but one has to make some considerations especially when measuring hydrogen but also 

converting calibrations from an alternative gas to the application gas. 
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